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Horrible Tragedy in Minnesota.
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In theVTinri.washing
days of spring
cleaning, the whitewash brush and pail are
days ago, upon whom we were urging freely used by the good housekeeper, and none
this subject said,
“these cemented cellars too freely, for aside from the effect that whitespoil the oilJiOU’True: but are cabbages wash has upon the appearance of the dwelling
its use in cellars, outhouses, etc., Is
of more value than human lifer ‘'But it will rooms,
doubtless of salutary effect. The essentials in
cost something.''
True again -, but, even if
whitewashing are. good lime and a good brush.
recovery ensues, a single case of severe sick- Freshly burned, hard lumps of lime are the
Rhode Island lime has long been celeness will cost far more than the sum necessary best.
brated for its excellence, add is sent for long
to give a clean and healthful cellar.
But while
distances away from the little State.
The
you are waiting for the cement, and for the brush should be a 'hind one; not a cheap affair
to
thaw
so
as
to
deepen the drains, take made to sell, but with long, good bristles, and
ground
The lime is slaked by pourout. the windows instantly, as they should have plenty of them.
water upon it, stirring until the
been ill mild weather all through the winter; ing boiling
lumps disappear: more water is added, until a
for good, circulating air is a great agent in ar- creamy liquid is obtained, of
proper thickness
the pail should have a stiff
Kemnve nil I.'i- application.
resting the fermenting process'.
wire si ret .bed across the top, against which t£
decaying vegetables, and all dirt and loose rub- draw the
brush, to remove the excess of whitebish of every kind : thoroughly sweep over wash.
Commence by sweeping the ceiling and
head unit all the walls, and now, and every walls, to remove all dust; then go over the
spring, apply a good coat of whitewash to all surface, making the strokes of the brush all
in one direction, and parallel; when the first
those parts; for this is a cheap and excellent |
coat is dried, apply another in a direction
disinfectant, as well as ridding the cellar of across, or at right angles with the former. A
those posts spiders and other insects.
In this large paint brush will be found useful for corner s
and Intricate places.
Those who have
paper may be found an excellent, article on
cemented.
a
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few

■

never

whitewashed must not be surprised to

whitewashing.
see the work look very badly while it is wet;
Thus a day's labor a stormy day when the effect can only be
judged of when dry.
nothing else can lie done -in this business, With a little practice, the operation can be
done without spattering or letting a drop fall.
may not only save the health and lives of the
Stir the whitewash occasionally, dip the brush
but
will
add
a
room
to
the In
pleasant
t'umiiy.
perpendicularly, and then draw it across the
dwelling, attaching to it much more the sons j wire above spoken of, so as to leave as much
and daughters, now too prone to wander from, i in the brush as it will hold without dropping.
I
white vitriol, starch paste, and other
and to forget the homestead which they ought Salt,
; things are added with a view to prevent the
ever to cherish, because they llnl there too few ; was-h from
rubbing off, but there is little white1
of the attractions that can satisfy the wants of
If we could have but one—a hand-

off. For nice work, the
lime may be slaked several weeks before it is
used.
A thiu pellicle or crust of carbonate of
some parlor, elegantly furnished, ora nice, dry,
nine will form on the surface, which is to he
clean, whitewashed, well-ventilated cellar, by skimmed off, and then the wash
may be poured
off from the gritty particles which settle to the
all means give us the cellar.
j bottom.
Kai.soming Is a term given to another metbniiEnmuivnt.,
od of whitening walls. It is Paris white, which
Perhaps in our articles our own experience is a very
fine whitening or chalk, to be had at
Is so often alluded to us to savor of egotism ; the paint and
drug stores, and put on with a
size.
The proportions are a quarter o 1 a
but an anxious care that the people should glue
of
white glue to six pounds of Paris
have only reliable information, such as can pound
white. Put the glue in water enough to well
stand the great t^sL of trial, ought, and will, we cover
and
let it stand until perfectly soft;
it,
trust, relieve us from that charge. For the then put the vessel containing the glue into a
slowness with which many people adopt real kettle of hot water, and stir until it is thordissolved.
Put the Paris white Into a
Improvements comes from the disappointments oughly
pail, add hot water gradually, slirringull the
resulting from so many mere visionary and de- time, until It is brought to a smooth, creamy
ceitful schemes.
Thus so many garrets are consistence; add the dissolved
glue, and then
tilled with once bepralsed, hut now
discarded, I water enough to thin It sufficiently to work
well with the brush.
It is applied in the same
lamp burners, washing machines, <ic.; so many
manner ns whitewash, and is used for hardand
soaps
fertilizers
patent
have proved a finished
ceilings and walls that have become
worthless cheat, that vast numbers lose faith discolored. [Agriculturist.
in everything except the good old
days of podwash that will noi rub

the soul.
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to
marry me : this I positively re- pable of inflicting the most excruciating
I shall come torment, when wielded by a tyrannical masand that ends the affair.
to your school as usual, aud continue to ter who was accustomed to the recreation
Should any ot the statements embraced reepect vou as formerly.
You will always ot flogging his pupils, and who rather liked
within the following narrative, wear an find me an obedient, well-conducted scholar. the excitement of it.
appearance of injustice, the writer can only Good evening, sir."
Flourishing the rattan, and making it
remark that he state- facts, and cannot be
With these words Xellie swept out of cut the air with a whistling sound, Rathheld responsible for events that actually oc- the room with all the majesty of a queen. burn turned to Nellie, and said to her. savcurred : but we think there are few of our Mr. Rathburn looked after her until she agely—
readers who will sympathize with a tyrant, was out of
“How 1 do you still persist in
sight, and then mattered savagedisobeying
or condemn the infliction upon him of what
me ?
Did I not order you to remove the
ly—
we are disposed to consider a well-deserted
from
this
!"
‘T shall fix her for
covering
your shoulders?"
Terror again obtained the mastery over
punishment.
That evening. Xellie took a long walk
In a large school-room were assembled with her lover : but she did not tell him of the
poor girl. She was alone, and in the
some fifty
pupils of both sexes, all busily the master’s conduct toward her, for fear power of that bad. cruel man. whose inengaged at their studies. [The institution that the riery youth might, in his rage, stinctive brutality was inflamed by that
of learning to which we refer is located in might commit an assault on the amorous jealousy—a passion that converts
good peoa flourishing town not far from the gieai
pedagogue, and thus get himself into ple into demons; judge, then, its eflects
ot
New
York.
we.e
These
scholars
I
trouble.
Besides, she had promised to a ay upon a base and unprincipled nature 1
city
from eight to sixteen years of age. Amuse nothing about the matter, and she was not
Nellie fell upon her knees at the feet of
the females were several girls whose age- a girl t s break her word.
Doubtless, ou the tyrant, and sobbed out an appeal for
entitled them to be called young Indies. the occasion referred to, the lovers uttered
One of them in particular was exceedingly much sweet nonsense, verv interesting to
“If I forgive you,” said Rathburn, knitbeautiful, and even the stern master's face themselves, but of no consequence whatbis brows and looking down gloatingly
ting
relaxed into a smile, whenever he looked ever to the reader.
Whui Xellie returned upon the
kneeling maiden—“will you soltoward the corner in which she was seated. home, which she did at a reasonable hour,
emnly promise to discard that young Lewis
The dress and general appearance of the her still handsome mother
observing the and listen favorably to my proposals?"
young lady in question announced that she rich glow upon her face and he dewy fresh“I cannot—I will not.” cried Nellie,
belonged to a most respectable class of so- ness of her lips, remarked—
her hands and weeping bitterly—
wringing
'T declare. Xellie dear, these little evenciety. In age she was scarcely over fif"you may kill me, if you choose, but I will
teen. yet she possessed a matured form,
ing walks seem to do you a w<rld of good, never give up Charley.”
while her action- were grave and woman- child.
They make you so animated aud so
“D—n Charley?” growled the brute,
ly. S! e never participated in the levity or pretty. After the tiresome studies of the with increased
ferocity, and with a ruffian
whisperings which took place whenever the day. you ought to take a walk every even- hand he tore open the dress of Nellie, so
master's back was turned : for she was
ing.”
as to expose her white, naked shoulders,
ambitious to excel in her studies, and had
•T think I shall, mother,” sail the duti- to his merciless inflictions.
neither the time cor the inclination to in- ful
Xellie, demurely. She didn't explain
This act of profanation was speedily foldulge in childish folly. The master ol to her maternal parent that the crimson lowed
by an exhibition of the most unmitithis school, whom we shall call Mr. Rath- hue of her face was caused
by a tender gated barbarity : for Rathburn, raising his
was
a
well
in
burn,
gentleman pretty
years, whisper irom her lover, while die moisture rattan,
brought it dowu with frightful efand of a solemn, sanctimonious aspect. lie of her
was owing to a pressure from fect
the fair shoulders of Nellie ; and
lips
upou
had -several assistants, but with them we another
pair of lips belonging to the same a hideous red streak was left on the white,
shall have nothing to do, and therefore we
highly favored young gentleman.
plump and polished flesh.
refrain ftom describing them.
I lie next day, .Nellie attended school as
I iie persecuted girl gave utterance to a
It lacked but a few minutes to the time usual. The master treated her in his
ordinscream.
piercing
when the school would be dismissed for the
That sound was heard iu the school
ary manner, but occasionally be darted at
when
Mr.
Rathburn
the
day.
approached
her a glance that boded her no good.
Late room, and caused all the
pupils to shudder.
young girl to whom we have referred.
in the afternoon he approached her with a
It also reached the ears of people living
“Miss Clarke," said ho to her in a low
severe aspect, and sternly said—
in the immediate vicinity.
Some of them
tone, “you have been whispering, which
“You have been whispering again, miss. shook their heads and remarked,
know
is
to
the
rules
of
this
you
contrary
Do not deny it—I saw you !”
“Rathburu is dogging some of his scholestablishment.”
It was true.
Nellie had, in a moment of ars
again ; he is a good man, but altogeth“You are mistaken, sir.” said the young
forgetfulness, addressed some commonplace er too harsh.”
‘T.
have
not
once
girl, respectfully ;
open- remark to the girl seated next to her. RathCharley Lewis, who happened to be passed my lips during the whole afternoon.”
burn. who had been eagerly watching for
ing near, heard that agonized scream, and
••Do not contradict me,” rejoined the
something of the kind, was in ecstasies. thought to himself—
master, affecting au anger which he was This was
“That old codger is exercising his brutaljust what he wanted, for it would
far from feeling; “do not add falsehood to
afford him a pretext to inflict punishment itv on some unfortunate
girl; I should like
As a punishment for
your other fault.
Nellie is one ot
upon the young creature whom lie now to punch his head 1
My
your transgression, you will remain in hated with all the intense
malignity of his his scholars ; but he wouldn’t dare toueh/ier ”
school after the others have departed.
I cold and cruel nature.
Ah ! if Charley had only known that it
shall not whip you this time, but merely
Poor Nellie colored up to the eyes ; she was his beloved oue who, at that
very modetain you half au hour or so.
It is my
knew she was guilty, and she was too truth- ment, was writhing in the
ruffianly
grasp
object to make you a good girl: my dutv ful to
of that infernal miscreant !
attempt to deny the charge.
to your parents
this.
The
school
requires
“I confess my fault, sir,” she stammered
But the youth passed on, iu ignorance of
is now dismissed.”
—“I did it without thiuking.
Pray forgive the fate of his Xellie.
The scholars arose aud hastened out,
me this time, aud I will not offend again—
Down upon her lovely shoulders came a
many of the girls casting looks of comical indeed I will not.”
With oue hand the masshower of blows.
pity upon Miss Clarke, who was thus --kept
“When you transgressed yesterday." said ter
her long and luxuriant hair ;
n” after school as a punishment.
grasped
the master, with deliberate emphasis—“I with the other he
brandished that cruel,
In a few minutes the school room was
let you otf with a mild punishmercifully
cuulug ruuau, every stroke of which left
deserted save by the master aud his pupil.
This time I must be more severe. behind it a
ment.
dark, purple stripe iu proof of
Mr. Rathburn seated himself by the side
If I spare the rod. I shall spoil the child. its
Soon the blood beof Miss Clarke ; and takiug her unwilling
savage efficiency.
Were I to overlook these offences in a pupil,
gan to trickle slowly from the wounds, and
hand in his, he said to her.'in a tone which
there would bo an end to all discipline.
I Xellie fainted.
Then, and not till then,
he tried to make tender—
must do my duty to your parents, miss ; ilid the brute desist from his
horrible task.
dear
must
Nellie,
the
“My
you
pardon
1 rewhile you are here iu this school.
in oue of his female assistants, he
plan which I was compelled to adopt iu present them—their authority is delegated Calling
directed her to restore the iuseusible girl to
order to secure a private interview with
So come with me, if you please ; consciousness.
to me.
This was accomplished
1
invented
the
you.
whispering story mere- there must be a stop put to these infractions with
difficulty. When the school was disly as an excuse for detaining you, so that of the rules and regulations of this educamissed that afternoon the suffering girl totI might have a chance to tell
you how I tional institution.”
tered home, quite weak and sick, and was
love you. Yes, you darling little witch ! I
The habit of obedience compelled the obliged to betake herself
dote on you to distraction, and you
instantly to bed.
ought
to arise from her seat and She felt herself
to know it by this time.
degraded by that unmeritYet you always trembling Nellie
look cross at me—never smile upon me— follow the master out of the school-room, ed castigation; she was ashamed to look
and once when we were alone together, lie led the way into a small adjoining apart- her parents in the face ; and, in answer to
ment ; and having closed the door aud their inquiries as to what ailed her, she
refused to give me even a kiss.”
thus addressed the pretty
She
gave vague, unsatisfactory replies.
Nellie forcibly snatched her hand from fastened it, he
in spite of herself, was tilled had all the
pride of a woman in her heart,
the manipulating grasp of Mi. Rathburn, culprit, who,
:—
and could not bring herself to confess how
and said to, him as she glowed with indig- with vague terror
“You were out walking last night.”
she had been humiliated and abused. Carenation—
“Yes, sir.” Speke very faintly.
fully. therefore, did she conceal her lacer“You have no right to talk to me iu that
“In company with that young fellow, ated shoulders from the
gaze of her anxious
You have long seemed desir- Lewis.”
manner, sir.
mother.
That good lady tinally attributed
ous of playing the part of a lover to me.
“It is true, sir.”
tiie girl's illness to some trifling cause, and
but I tell you, once for all, I will not allow
“
You permitted him to place his arm ceased to eutertaiu any serious
apprehenit—I do not like you—and I insist on
go- around your waist, and keep it there.”
sions iu regard to the matter.
Little did
ing home at once. Nay, if you detain me,
Nellie blushed painfully, and could make she
suspect that the esteemed “Brother
T will inform my parents of your conduct, no
Rathburn” was the cause of her daughter’s
reply to this.
and they will remove me from the school.”
“When you parted from him at your
misery.
“You are mistaken, Nellie,” said Mr.
door, you allowed him to kiss you repeatCharley Lewis, failing to meet Nellie
Rathburn with confidence—“your
patents edly.”
that evening at the usual trysting-place,
are not insensible to the
advantage of your
A still deeper blush.
ventured to call at her place of abode.
securing as a husband a steady, respectable
“And you kissed him in return—repay- Here he was informed of her illness and
;
man Kke me, in
preference to some wild ing him with interest.”
the young man, quite ignorant ot the cause
fellow
who
would
make
young
only
Nellie wished that the floor would open of it, went away much
your
disappointed and
life miserable ; for, my dear girl, I wish to
and swallow' her so that she might be savconcerned.
deeply
make you my lawful wife. Only think of ed from these
The next day, Nellie was of course abtorturing questions. She
it !—the wife of a gentleman in my posi- wondered how the
master became acquaint- sent from school; and then did Mr. Rathtion, with means to keep you as a lady, and ed with all these particulars.
Was he buru begin to fear that he had
gone too far
make you comfortable. You should not
merely guessing at them ! Not at all. Ho iu gratifying his personal malignity under
j
refuse so good an otter—aud 1 am sure
you I had played the spy ou Nellie and her lover the cloak of
maintaining school discipline.
will not.”
the preceding evening ; following them in As he
of the fiery aud impetuous
thought
“I tell ycu, sir,” said Nellie, with in- the
darkness, watching their every move- Charley Lewis, a thrill of terror shot
creased anger—“I will not listen to
you. ment, and overhearing a great part of their through him.
You compel me to assure you that I actualTheir conversation, being for
discourse.
“1 like not the looks of that young felly hate you, and would not marry you if the most part of a very tender and affec- low,”
thought he—“whenever I chance to
had
millions.”
you
tionatc nature, did not tend materially to meet him, he gives me a
glare of ferocity
“So—you hate mo, then,” remarked Mr. raise the spirits of the amiable Mr. Ratli- that
fairly makes my blood curdle. He
! Rathburn, with a cold sneer—“is it on ac- burn
; and when he witnessed their swreet instinctively hates me, I am sure, already ;
count of my age ?”
kisses at parting, his jealous fury knew no aud, should ho be informed of what I have
“Partly that—and partly because your bounds. However, he consoled himself done to Nellie—my God 1 I hope she will
manners are distasteful to me.
Excuse with the oow'ardly thought that the next not tell him 1 I
ought to have thought of
me, Mr. Rathburn ; I do not wish to be
day he would have the opportunity to this before, and not allowed my passion to
but.
disrespectful,
you oblige me to speak avenge himself ou the persou of Nellie,
get the better of my prudence.”
plainly.
when there was nobody on hand to protect
During the whole of that day, the tyrant
10U Dave not told me
all,” said the her from his brutality.
all the
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experienced
agonies
uncertainty
master, growing furious—“you reject me
The enraged schoolmaster continued his and fear. His punishment had commenced.
chiefly because you are in love with that
:—
examination
In the evening, feeling somewhat better,
tormeutiug
notorious young vagabond,
Charley Lewis.
“When you parted from your lover last Nellie stole out of the house and met her
I am no stranger to
secret
your
meetings night, did you not call him your dear Char- lover, to his intense
joy. But she looked
with that scamp ; and let me tell
you, miss,
pale and wretched. The youth tenderly
that your character will be ruined for ever ley ?”
The native fearless- inquired the cause of her evident
Nellie wras silent.
prostraif you continue your
intimacy with him.”
ness of her spirit was beginning to
assert tion ; whereupon she passionately said while
Lewis
is
ueither
a
“Charley
vagabond itself within her breast.
lire sparkled in her eyes and honest indignanor a scamp,” cried the
young girl, with
“How soon, pray, are you and that tion suffused her beautiful countenance with
spirit—“and you dare not eall him so to young loafer going to be married?” asked a sudden
glow—
his face.
And, as regards my character, the
master, with a bitter sneer.
“Charley, I have been grossly, shameit is more likely to sufl'er from
seen
“It is none of your business,” cried the fully, cruelly abused 1”
being
ip your company. What will people think, girl, her anger now banishing her terror—
“Abused—my God 1—who has dared—”
here alone with you in this school “take
augurs aud woodeu-pltchlorks. Hence, in acCi.oveii. The best time to sow clover Is my being
“Listen to me, calmly if you can. A
care, sir, or I shall consider that
cepting our position in these columns, we were probably in August. It should then be sown room? Charley Lewis is my honorable promise of mine no longer binding. If I
scoundrel, taking advantage of
cowardly
on
lover—I
confess it—I glory in it; I shall tell Charles Lewis about
well-mellowed ground, with a dressing of
“determined to know nothing among you save"
these
sex aud helplessness, has beaten mo as
my
insulting
Let me pass sir!”
what could bear the test of our own experi- plaster, say 10 bushels to the acre. The kind one day be his wife.
questions which you have asked me, he he would a negro slave, yes, worse—a thoui of seed we prefer Is the medium, or common
“Beware!” hissed the master,
ence, or came sanctioned by some reliable au- red. The
through will (log you like a dog!”
sand times worse 1”
pea-vine makes very coarse bay, put
|
his clenched teeth.
thority.
Her eyes flashed, her bosom heaved, and
t is best for ploughing under green.
Sown In
“Almighty heavens 1—beaten you, my
“Beware of what?” demanded the
These rcmurks are highly pertinent to the I the spring, it is best to take a quiet morning
girl, she looked like a young tigress in her fury. darliug? Give me the name of the wretch,
in
when
a
March,
light snow has fallen on pausing and looking at him fearlessly and
matter of underdraining land.
“He’ll flog me, will he?” roared themas- that I
As we travel j
may tear out his heart and cast it to
ground that has been bare and has thawed,
proudly.
now
at the mouth—“not, at the
about, we are pained to see, almost every- j Clover does
ter,
1”
foaming
dogs
very well sown upon winter grain
j
“No
matter; I suppose you will tell all all
where, the fortunes lost, the actual monni lying or with spring grain, but better by itself. Sultevents, until after I have flogged you—
“Listen,
Charley; this cruel man beat
i able
burled ami unknown among the
top-dressings for light land plowed in the amongyour acquaintances and schoolmates, impudent, audacious, shameless jade that me because I would not promise to discard
frogs and spiing
to be sown with
how
I
offered
clover, are plaster,
myself to you and was re- you are ! Strip off the covering from your you and become his wife.”
rushes, when a little labor in draining would ashes, any Hue
compost, Peruvian guano, made
shoulders—this iustant—and I’ll teacli you
“His name—his name !”
bring It shining to the light. Tor there are line and mixed with plaster and soil, or super- jected.”
“Mr. Rathburn,” said Nellie, with
what it is to deny the
was
few gardens that do not have spots too wet to phosphate ol lime. It is worth while to roll
of vour
Charley
authority
fearfully excited ; he was
shall say nothing about this
the land alter sowing. It
affair, I school teacher.”
aud the perspiration
may be done any Dity—“I
cultivate, anil few farms that do not have acres time before the
deadly
pale,
poured
first, of May, or even later. provided you do not repeat your odious of-1
With these words, he took from a desk from his face in streams.
of now worthless swales and bogs,
which, tak- [Agriculturist.
fer. You have not insulted me—only pro- a stout
“Wait a moment,” suid Nellie ; “I am
rattan—very elastic, aud quite ca-

dig-j

a

farmer, and

temporary insanity

nt

w.-.s lah vg under
the time he e mitr.kted
tit f»
mar. a:
rry years

wearing a low-neck dress to-night on pur- the dee 1.
Gray is a
pose that you might see with your own eyes Ci age, a native of
Harrisburg. Pet
the evidences ot the tvrant's brutalitv. n.a.
His wife. Alice, formerl Fartev was
Look. Charlev 1"
08 years old, they were married a
1 is t
Removing her licht shawl, -ho displaved mgs 11 years age. Fhe children were two
her uncovered shoulders to the gaze of her
hoys and two girls, as to «•« : Margaret,
lover. The moon was shining brightly,
aged IQ : Jas. B.. age 1 8 ; David, age.: 3,
and he could distinctly see the hideous marks and Nellie
Jane, 3. About dav ight oh the
caused by the cruel rattan.
of the murder. Jas. Armstrong, a
morning
••He beat me until I was senseless." said
neighbor, heard loud cries coming trout the
the girl—"and all because I would not \ ield direction
of Gray's house.
lie immediately
to his solicitations."
went in that direction, and when near
‘•Tell me his nann1—or vou will drive
enough to the place heard Grav cry out.
me mad!"
"Oh. come and hang me," continually re"His name—is Rathburn."
peating the cry. Armstrong walked near‘•What 1—your schoolmaster 1"
er and saw
Grey sitting on the steps of the
"The same.”
granary with a rope in his hand, alternately
"May lightnings blast him ! But come. whistling and screaming.
Nellie—you must go home, for I have busiIt was soon discovered that
Gray had
ness before me 1"
murdered his wife and al: his children. The
They returned to the house iu sileuce. following are the particular* of the awful
Ere they parted at the door, Nellie
whisper- affair. The coroner thou opened the door
ed to her lover—
to the
granary and all entered, when a scene
"Spare his life, for o/sake. You know greeted them which chilled the blood ot
I must not lose you.”
The tloor was covered with
every one.
The young man, without making any re- blood, and near the middle of the
room
ply, strode away in the darkness.
there was the dead body ot a woman covHalt an hour afterwards Mr. Rathburn ered with a
gory quilt, flu turning this
was summoned to his door to see a
person covering down every one involuntarily
who professed to have something very par- started back with
sickening horror. The
ticular to say to him.
corpse lay or its back, with it* throat cut
Scarce had his foot touched the threshold from ear to ear. The hair, black as a rawhen he was seized and gagged by several ven's wing and
quite long, was matted with
men who were
lying in wait for him.
blood, and the head was all bruised and
They hurried him through the street and mangled as tl ottgh it l ad been beaten with
tar out into the open fields, remote from some
heavy, blunt instrument. Titere was
the habitations of men.
Finally, they no clothing on the body save a night-gown
paused at a lonely spot where surrounding and a pair of shoes, that ha ! evidently beet,
hills formed a sort of enclosure well adaptThe garment was
slipped on in haste.
ed to anv secret or lawless purpose.
soaked in gore so perfectly that there was
A broad flat rock occupied the centre of
hardly a thread of it but what \\ as crimson.
this natural amphitheatre. The trembling On
opening this the body presented a fearRathburn was roughly thrown upou this fully
mangled and gashed appearance.
stony platform, and then his abductors seem- I here were numerous cuts, gashes and
ed to consult together.
bruises about the breast and arms, while in
"His life must be spared,” said Charlie the
region of the stomach there were tiso
Lewis, in a low tone, to his three friends— great gashes made
by a butcher-knife, ei"but whip him—whip him —whip him— ther of which, m the
opinion ot the surgeon,
until he is flayed alive."
would have proved fatal.
‘•He deserves to die. the beast!" mutterA closer examination showed that site
ed one of the men. discontentedly—"but
had been dealt some severe blows on the top
of course it must be iust ns you say.”
ot' the head with a blunt,
heavy instrument,
Mr. Rathburn was now stripped of nil
the polled’ an axe, which lav near,
probably
his clothing.
The gag in his mouth effectcovered with blood and hair.
Sick at heart
ually prevented all supplications lor mercy, and stomach, the jury turned from this
which would have been useless.
AY hut
revolting spectacle to witness one four-fold
mercy had he shown that poor girl ?
more horrible.
After the examination of
The moon, sliming with unusual brilthis body was concluded, the jury f roeeeda
that
down
upou fright ed to the house near
liancy
night,looked
by, and the door was
ful scene.
unfastened and opened by the coroner, when
Armed with a stout raw hide, those tour
a scene met the
eye which was sickening
powerful young men in succession flogged and revolting beyond
anything we have
that naked, writhing wretch until they were
ever witnessed.
The room was about lb
tired and out of breath.
by 18 feet, and contained two beds, arrangThen they rested.
ed parallel with each other, in the tar end
Rathburn was pitiable spectacle to beof the room—a cooking stove near the
hold ; from his neck to his heels he was
door, a rough table, a few chairs, and a
one mass of mangled flesh and gore.
clock which rested on a bracket against the
Dearly did he pay for his cruel tyranny wall. Out ot the, beds was covered with
over a helpless girl, whose oulv fault was
blood, from the pillow down to the middle
her very oveusahlf* aversion to him and tier ot the tlek ; while oti the
other, which was
constancy to her affianced husbaud.
unstained. )nv along case-knife, sharpened
Having sufficiently recovered from their to a keen
edge, and which had evidently
fatigue, the four young men resumed the been used by the fratricide. Between the
flagellation of the miserable schoolmaster. beds the floor was covered with a
deep pool
When at last they left him, they believed
of blood, presenting much the
appearance
him to be dead.
of a battle held dissecting table : and near
A country fellow, ranging the fields at
the center o*' the room lay the bodies ot'
an early hour the next morning discoverfour little innocents—two
girls and two
ed a mangled and bloody object lying upon
boys—all arranged in accordance with their
a flat rock, several miles from the town.
on their
right sides,
This miserable being, although horribly ages, lying partially
with their little taees turned in the same
The
mutilated, showed some signs of life.
direction, besmeared with blood and cold
countryman, frightened, hastened to the iu death.
nearest house, told what he had seen, and
1 hey were covered to the shoulders with
then guided several persons to the spot.
The gag having been removed from the a bloody quilt, which the maniac had taken
mouth of Rathburn. he with great difficulty from the bed, and with tender care, had
told his name and place of residence.
A edvored them for the long, long sleep of
No peu can paint, nor words can
covered wagon was then procured, and in it death.
the
tell,
heartrending agony of that sight.
was
he
conveyed to his home.
Four
This affair being noised abroad the public It was enough to make detils weep.
little heads, beautiful even through their
were unanimous iu their verdict of "served
him right.” Rathburn recovered very slow- crimson stabs, lay side by side in the dreamless sleep of death ; tour little li.-ptug mouths
ly ; and, as soon as he was able to travel,
ns
sweet
opening rosebuds, and crimsoned
ho left the town, and was never heard ot in
with a brighter hue, were fixed as if to rethat section again.
where
ho
go
will,
Rut,
lie will carry to iiis grave the indellihle ceive a parting kiss from fond mother's lips.
marks of that terrible punishment which he 1’heir little eyes were uot staring with that
opou, ghastly look ot death, so repulsive,
earned by his own stupendous brutality.
Charlie Lewis, overcoming tho prejudices but all were closed as perfectly and as
of Nellie’s parents, will soon lead that smoothly as if the N ow 1 lay me down to
had beeu whispered at mother’s knee,
charming girl to the altar ; and she, in her sleep'
and their balmy slumbers had descended on
has
almost
the
events
happiness,
forgotten
them gently as 1'veuing di w
we have been
narrating.
The cheeks of the three elder w, re flushWhenever \i e read about iustauces ol
as if iu a glow of healthful excitement,
ed,
iu
we
think
of Rathburn’s
brutality school,
but tin baby, Nellie, with silken curls ot
punishment, while we are irresistibly led
to tho conclusion that it would lie a healthy flaxen hue clustering closely about her head,
for
who are was white as the purest wax, and lovely
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get

taste ot the rattan tor their own in-

dividual beuefit ; and
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as a

budding pink.

On the floor

near the bed
lay a heap of
little clothes with shoes and stockings just
as
they had been removed the night pivi i
ous when they undressed for bed.
None ot
them had anything on save their nightclothes, and they had evidently been taken
up one at a time and their throats cut from
ear to ear, ami lmd then been arranged on
the (lour a ml
carefully covered hv the mauiae lather.

The Reconstruction bill which tho President signed committing their State Constitutions to the final disposal of the people ui'
Virginia, Mississippi and Texas not disfranchised and newly enfranchised, had tacked
onto it the condition that before
being adfrom all the circumstances it was stir
mitted to representation they shall have
ratified die Fifteenth Amendment; and the niised that his wile was the tirst one killed.
further provision that, after all, in case of She probably saw some indications of intheir compliance with the terms by Cou- sauity, aud iiastily slipping ou her shoes
gress, their proceedings “shall not be deem- and throwing the shawl about her that was
ed final or operato as a complete restora- found on the fence, attempted to
escape.
lie overtook her near the bars, and mav
tion,” until Congress shall signify its approval.
Tho President moved iu the matter at have kuocked her down with the bloody
the end of tho session, iu order, as he said, club ol sapling referred to iu the description
to allay all irritation that existed in the ot tlte premises.
Alter this, he may have
minds of those people.
lie professed to de- used the axe, ntul then probably dragged
sire harmony, union nnd peace.
St ill, lie her from there to the granary, and alter
signed a bill than which no provision could ! throwing her upon the floor, cut and manwell be more insulting to an
intelligent peo- gled her body with the knife, as described
ple iu any measure than the ono requiring | above. From the granary he evidently rethem first to adopt the Fifteenth Amend- turned to the house, where lie sharpened the
ment. But it is evident that
Congress wants | case-knife ou the grindstone near the door,
no restoration of these Slates.
It prefers las it was marked with bloody lingers, both
to keep them at its feet, that it
of the stone and ou the hnudle.
may have Ion the side
them for convenient
When
!
to
fully
prepared, he entered the house,
use,
party purposes,
as it would use them now, for
forcing au aud, after fastening the door, began the
unrepublicau and revolutionary amendment slaughter of the children. Which ouo
eume tirst, or in what order
to the Constitution upon the
country. [Bosthey were taken,
none but God kuows.
ton Post.
It is
that
ouo

The negro Lieut. Gov. of Louisiana, was
a barber on a Mississippi river
steamboat.
Now be is very
learned, accomplished and gentlemanly” associate of
Sumner & Co., at Washington, where he
has been “ sporting” on his 81000
salary.

formerly

A

Western
paper says:
“Grant's
that he would appoint
only honest:
men to office are being rather
strangely redeemed. He evidently thinks that all his
—

pledges

relatives

are

honest.”

ouly

probable

murdered in the bed, the oth
each being taken out aud killed
upon
the lloov between the beds. There were
marks about the person ot tho oldest girl
which would iudicuto that she had
engaged
in tv struggle with the madman, hut the
younger ones may have never awakened
from sleep.
It would he a blessed consolation to kuow for a certainty that such was
the case, blit it is liorriblo to think that ho
ma,y have chased them about the room with
the bloody knife, and made the last ones
witness the death of the tirst victim.
ers

was

The Great Hailstorm at St. Louis.
The St. Louis Democrat

gives

the

following
thnn-

graphic account of the terrible storm of
Vghtning, wind, hail and rain which swept
ever that city on the 19th inst:—
lie tween three and four o'clock yesterday
afternoon our city was visited by a terrific and
■h-iirni tiv.- hailstorm, aacompanied by a high

Xf.w York,
The Herald’s

April 24.
to-day

from Havana

dispatch

says—
Advices from Nassau of the 17th

are

receivwere

ed here. Active military preparations
in progress, the forts being strengthened and
the garrisons reinforced in anticipation of possible troubles arising from the recent imbroglio with the Spanish officials at Havana, relative to outrages upon British vessels. The

ih(- j,!;.' of which lives not io the memos
son
tie oldest inhabitants. The hailstones patriot Quesada's brother and Cespede
of marbles, are both at Nassau. A demand had been rew,
,n au average about the size
llulce of Cuba,
while manv of them were as large as pigeon's ceived from Captain General
.ed we heard of a few that were fully as for the surrender of the pirates who captured
hen's eggs. The hail fell thick and the steamer Commanditorio, and for the giv:.15°ior several minutes, covering the ground ing up of other alleged enemies ol Spain. The
; the flat housetops, breaking windows and demand was refused by the British Government
matter referred to
reel
imps beyond enumeration. It is dilti- ! of New Providence, and the
cuir to estimate the damage, but it cau hardly London for settlement, The Governor of New
Providence had also instructed the light-house
•.
)es= than *100,000.
keepers to prohibit the approach of foreigners.
Tin: stoi’.m,
It was a quarter to four when the first hail-.tones began to fall, mingied with a heavy
-h .wet of ruin. The first stones were small
and scattering, but in a minute or two they
■ame down larger and more abundant, striking
t.e windows and walls at an angle of about 45
THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 18C0.
degrees. The wind was blowing very strong
a
hurrialmost
to
from the west and increased
The hail now came down so thick and
ane.
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i such large globes that the sky was darkened
Mid, t:ie air had a milky appearance, as though
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broken
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had
•iie wlnle milky way
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SCENES AND INCIDENTS.

mnenil procession of forty carriages was
the storm about a mile this side of
The horses became frightened and
inn away, and the carriages and buggies were
iimned together in confusion. Women and
iff. Iren screamed and fainted, and one lady,
.vlth oi infant in her arms, jumped out of the
carriage window and broke her leg. Several
•
rriages had the wheels wrenched off and the
eupants were thrown out; but no one except
he lady mentioned was seriously Injured.
A
liorcd funeral procession was also stampeded.
The horses drawing the hearse ran away,
aiv the
ifaed corpse was thrown upon the
Several of the vehicles were broken
ground.
down but after the storm subsided the corpse
was replaced in the hearse and was borne to its
i ist resting-place.
idle storm was as hard on men as horses.
Officer Kuss, while running after a frightened
b-amli, ;.d a huge hailstone strike him on the
top of his hea i, and he was sent to grass. A !
team-deron Fifteenth and Market streets was
also struck on the head by a chunk of ice as
large as a hen’s egg and was knocked down.
Many persons were struck on the face and
no.'c and will bear the marks for several
days,
On Market street quite a number of larmers’ j
mams were coming and going, and their horses I
all ran away and created a scene of the most
ludicrous confusion.
One sagacious pair of
hor.-cs ran into a store and stubbornly refused
to budge until the storm had passed.
At Fast St. Louis most of the lights of the
v iudows of the
Chicago depot, fronting the
west, were completely broken; also the lights
'U: the west side of the Sherman House were
destroyed. About three hundred panes of glass
were broken in the National Hotel.
Some of
the hailstones measured about live-eighths of an
inch in diameter.
A man who drove a lumber
wagon at the Terre Haute depot was struck
in the iemple by a hailstone, ii-om the effects of
TKouo ■vvli
^ _v atw i» c iJ
WhK’h 1*° 'dial <ron1jv
rlie horses say that large protuberances were
bodies
the
formed on their
shower of hail.
by
m the levee but few windows were broken,
tint there were many drays and wagons injured
more or less by the horses running away. One
nl the ferryboats had just landed on this side
with several loaded omnibuses on board. The
h.dl came down in such masses that the passen;vrs became alarmed, and ladies and children
iiimped out of the windows of the omnibuses,
receiving bruises and scratches. The horses
reared and kicked, and the scene was quite
.larming. Persons who were on steamboats
describe the noise of the hailstones falling upon the hurricane decks as absolutely deafening.
It. reminded some of the crew of the time the
i-bel batteries were opened upon the gunboats
at Fort Fisher and Fort Darling.
As one of the results of the hailstorm here
yesterday, it is stated on the authority of physicians that over one hundred premature births
occurred last night and to-day, brought on by
•he excitement, and in many cases terroreaus.1 by the storm. Nearly every doctor In town
has had more than lie could do.
A

caught in
alvary.

■

Cuban Affairs.
New York, \prll 24.
Tin Tribune says—
The Cuban movements in this city, whatever
loubters may think, Is really the head and
front of the revolution against Spain.
Few
person imagine the real strength of the cause,
Hie large numbers of men that are associated
with it, and the almost unlimited supply of
money at their command. Millions of dollars
!i?. re been subscribed and expended In
At least 20,.2 arms, equipments and stores.
"oO Maud of arms and equipments have alivady been forwarded to a safe destination on
(lie Cuban coast, and councils of war are nightly held in this city. Many prominent ex-army
and civil olilcers of the volunteer service, have
linked their fortunes with the Cubans. Late
on Thursday night last a
company of sixty men
and their officers were put onboard a tug boat
one
of
from
the warves in the upper part of
tin: city and carried to a point near Sandy
and
there
embarked on board a sailing
Hook,
vessel for Cuba. This Is not a sensation Item
Two weeks ago a large steamer
hut a fact.
was dispatched from this port in ballast.
She
touched at a point near Cape May and there
took on board arms, equipments and stores,
besides men, all forwarded from Philadelphia.
Munitions and men are also collecting at Boston and several Southern cities.
Several exarmy olilcers and Cubans left New York last
evening for Boston, and whence it is expected
'.lie next party will sail.
The lollowing card was put up in several
well known places Friday morning—
"Highly important to ex-army officers ; Comliiissioned army officers who served during the
late war, will receive free some valuable information by sending their address to E. G., No.
i. Exchange place, New York city.
1’. -S.—Parties having any scruples about
.aiding their real names, may send any name
by which the information will reach them.”
This is one of the many different ways in
which volunteers are secured.
Ex-army officers are much sought afler and
offered the same rate of pay as they formerly
received from the United States, and in many
instances more. The number of volunteers is
rapidly increasing, but everything is carried on
with the utmost caution.
Co!. James Kerrigan, an officer of the late
American war, and who, during the early perod
of Fenian organization, enlisted many men,
has for several weeks been zealous in the cause
of Cuban independence, and is daily
recruiting
men for the service.
T<> those who have raised themselves in either the English, French, Spanish or American
service to any rank above the corporal, another
recruiting officer issues a commission in the
event of a vacancy.
q'he head quarters or chief
recruiting office
in New York, is stated to be a hotel in the Bow■
ry and a private house In Franklin Street.
After a conversation with some men who
have already enrolled themselves with Col.
Kerrigan, it appears that they are bound to secrecy aud know not when or by what route
they are to proceed. Several gentlemen of
military aspect assemble each evening and take
the names of those who seem able and willing
l.o go with the next “batch.” Hundreds are
joining daily. A well known physician of
East Broadway, has signified his Intention of
accompanying the next Regiment to Cuba.
■
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New York of a paper seriously
devoted to the purpose of effecting a change
iu the form of this government, aud of the

ment in

with a gov- sacrificed. Before the war there was constructSprague Again.
ed
iu the New England States upwards
than of annually
rather
The sharp aud sarcastic speeches of Senpeople. And
300,000 tons of shipping. Iu 1867 only 98,to lose their hold upon the purses of the 657 were constructed. But this tonnage was ator
Sprague have nettled the radicals Senamostly made up of small vessels designed
people, they cry “Let the republic perish.” ^ chiefly for the coasting trade. Mr Nash stated tors very seriously. And as he continues
It is well that this issue is made thus ear- that we not only cannot build ships, but we to talk
“right out in meeting,” there is no
cannot even repair them. This work is now
ly in Grant’s administration, for the whole done, as far as possible, iu foreign countries, telling what new doses may be decocted
time from now until the next Presidental where material can be had at half the cost that
the recess, and poured down their
j
it can in this. A most profitable source of em- during
election can be employed in forcing the
ployment is thus taken away from our laborers, throats at the nest meeting. Last week
matter upon the attention of the people. who, for want of steady employment are comSprague made au amusing speech in which
|
pelled to demand high wages, which, when reWhen they have fairly comprehended it, fused from the
inability of ship-owners to pay, he compared two Senators to a mastiff and
)
is followed by strikes, which prove more dis- a
they will set the matter right, unless the astrous
puppy. Abbott, of North Carolina, who
to all concerned. We only need, said
shall
be
too
for
quick
coming emperor
Mr Nash, to be restored to where we were appropriated to himself the puppy comparithem, and establish himself in power by j eight years ago,—iu other words, to be allowed son, avowed a deteiminatiou to call
Sprague
the use of materials and tools at cost, to reaid of the army and his personal adherents. cover the
The following is a sketch of
ground we have lost, restore ravages to account.
The moneyed aristocracy will be lavish of of the war and of the Alabama, and place the the matter—
finances of the couutry upon the solid fouudameans, as it was in the late election, to tions of a free and unrestricted
Senator Abbott sent up to be read the words
Industry.
uttered by Sprague telling the story about a
carry its ends, aud keep the people under
These facts and figures arc by no means
puppy and mastiff, and said his intention was
Aud the peothe yoke of the bondholders.
new, but they have for us all a sort of mel- to ask the the Senator from Rhode Island if he
intended to apply the term “puppy” to him? If
ple must decide whether they will allow the
interest that calls for
taxed bonds
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So much for the evils themselves, with
alarming, did not the whole history of the which we are unhappily too familiar. But
party tinder whose patronage it is put forth, when we come to consider the organization

ground for the fear it inspires. through which reform of these abuses is to
Revolutionary in its ideas, purposes and be wrought, we must beg leave most reacts, it has already gone far in the direcspectfully to dissent from the steps advised
It lias
tion that the Imperialist advocates.
by these worthy gentlemen. There is alviolated the-laws until violations have beready a Reform League organized, which
familiar.
It has over-ridden the
come
is pledged to lay the axe close to the root
furnish

Constitution until it becomes difficult to of the
we have such au instrument
Its

realize that

tre< that has borne this evil

organization

is

fruit.

wide-spread, thorough,

It has encroached upon the rights of
efficient, and determined. Its members are
the States,—those rights which the great
zealous, intelligent, and confident of sucand good Jefferson declared to be “ the
cess.
They know they are rkhit, and that
left.

bulwark against anti-republican tenvictory will come iu God’s good time. Me
denotes —aud promoted centralization, unrefer to the old original Reform League,
til the government is semi-imperial already.
known as the Democratic party.
It has placed at the head of the government
WLeu the state of affairs iu the country
“an epauletted Sphinx,” prodigal of human
is seriously considered, together with the
life, and dizzy with his sudden elevation. public appreheusiou excited thereby, he
And finally, it establishes and maintains an must be dull of
appreheusiou who does not
organ to spread before the country the
of a
storm which shall
surest

a

away
form of government, have heard tlie report
with indifference, aud profess to see uo
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Ou the 7:h of Au<ru--1 there will be an

eclipse

of the sun, very nearly total in this reglor.
It will occur just before sunset.
Get

Boston. April :Y>fh, InM.
smoked glass ready.
“April showers bring forth May flowers."
An unpleasant fellow in Sau Francisco took
Iu verification of which I am to-day enjoying
a revenge of jealousy by biting off a woman's
the fragrance and beauty of a most exquisite
lip, and what is worse, carrying off' the pielittle bunch of Trailing Arbutus, more familiar[Exchange.
ly known as May-Fower. Sweet, pure, passionHe should be bound over to keep the pier
less flower—God’s own messenger to longing,
A Maine woman is under indictment for bintrusting, suffering, humanity—making the air amy in ban Francisco because slie married
redolent with vour balmy odors, and whisper- so, md husband pending the decision in a su.
ing of immortality, of eternity, of t!.<- bright | for divorce from the tlrst.
beautiful home “beyond the river." "where
instead
trading with Europe through
the wicked shall cease from troubling, and the northern cities, as oefore the war. the ports r
weary be at rest
Henry Ward Beecher »ay*. the S tit!) u iw have direct communication by
“Turn a vast assemblage into a meadow of steamers, to the
grief of northern traders.
flowers, and for the time being they would be
The English newspapers have got auothe;
drawn together in a transient brotherhood.
spase ib >ut the United States, and profess

And I believe it. For the hardest and coarsest believ that Uncle Sam is
getting ready
he did, he (Abbott) intended to ask tor a re- natures are
susceptible to the influence of even swallow all the West Indies and the Domini,
traction as full as the implication, aud if that
the commonest of thes mute monitors.
Hard-) besides.
was refused, his intention was to ask for satisone but has some utuold story or secret
faction out of this Chamber.
He gave notice, ly any
The new style three-cent postage stamps
inasmuch as the Senator had skulked out of the association with these b< autiful interpreters of
now being put in circulation by the governthat
he
Chamber,
intended to have satisfaction of God's goodness. Tv. testimony of which I ment. are
just about tlie homeliest and meaneout of the Chamber.
adduce the story of tlie English prisoner who. lookiug 'tamp that we aver saw.
[Prog. Age
Mr. Summer rose to a point of order, and
And they come from the homeliest and mean
stated that the Senator had avowed his deter- carried through long years of desperate, reckmination to violate the law ot the laud.
less, hardened crime to the days of his inno- est administration ever seen, and so accord
Mr. Abbott denied
making anv such an- cent childhood, when he sported a happy heart- with the tltuess of things
nouncement.
ed boy around his mother's knee, wept at the
I Thus the Custom-house and Post-office in
Mr. Snmraer insisted he had violated the
rules of the Senate, and called on the Chair to sight of a little violet growing in his prison i cumbents, iu this district, will retain their po
I
take notice of it.
yard. And in my own sphere T have often been 1 sitions for nearly two years longer. [Prog.
At .nr. murmans
instance, Mr. Abbott's a witness of the same power. But a few days Age.
words were read by the reporter, and the PresiIVIru. after that appeal from the old press
I chanced to see a ragged, dirty, uncouth
dent protein decided that they were not neces- ago
and worn-,lit type
Oh. Ulysses, you are hard
sarily a declaration of intention to violate the looking man, past the 'prime of life, and one of hearted.
law of the land.
whom you would find it dillicult to imagine his
Mr. Thurman submitted that they required ever
Col. Robert Johnson, sou of the ex-Presideubeing ‘'romantic," for tie was what people
an explanation at the hands of the Senator from
is dead.
a
term
"liar,!
customer,"
generally
looking
North Carolina.
A man Iu Chicago committed suicide bj
Mr. Abbott stated he was not a duellist, was standing at a tlower-stand ou Washington St. I
himself with burning gas. Lu fact, he
not educated as a duellist, and did not mean and
killing
a
bunch
of
these
same
beautiful
admiring
that sort of thing—but ha meant to say that
What a commentary on life' made light of death.
May-flowers.
the Senator must make retraction as broad as
Down under all that dirt and all those rags was
A Bridgeport child, looking out of the win
the assertion.
(Cries of “order.")
I
a heart capable of feeling and cherishing sweet dow Tuesday morning and seeing a well dress
Mr. Nye, (sotto voice)—“Spank him!”
ed man passing along, exclaimed, “Mamma see
Mr. Abbott continued that he should have memories.
And under those matted locks a
how nicely that man looks. I guess God has
satisfaction, and that satisfaction outside of
I
throbbing, active brain -perhaps even then iast made him."
this Chamber.
busy with thoughts of loug ago. He looked at
A woman in Hartford was seriously injured
j
At last accounts uo collision had taken them
wistfully and longingly. What recollec- !
being thrown from a carriage. Tile hors,
by
the friends of both
tions did they awaken? are they of a sister-,
place,
became frightened at a velocipede.
had expected one.
remained at his a brother; or a mother?
Colonel John Goddard is now lying danger
Or was there a nearer one.
rooms the next
ously ill at his residence at Cape Elizabeth
day, awaiting « hostile
Still and a dearer one
from the bursting of a blood vessel.
Vet than all others under the sun.
but none came.

although

parties

Sprague

see signs
coming
message,
monarchy. It was re- glories of imperialism. Do not these footmen upon
the
and
from
place
power
sweep
garded only as a rumor by many increduA writer in the Bangor Whig discourses
prints all point the same way?
Mho but those iu
whom the blame rests.
lous people, aud leading radicals affected
We hope our apprehensions may not be
charge of public affairs are to be held re- glowingly of tlie natural advantages of
to laugh nt the idea.
Honest men of all
well founded. But we think the sigus of
for these abuses?
Can the de- Bangor for a great wholesale mart. There
parties, simple minded people who refuse the times are far too serious to be disre- sponsible
is no doubt of the fact, but this writer puts
moeracy. over whom radicalism, hooted
to recognize the fact that we have made
garded. Let us remember that one of the aud spurred, lias ridden at will these eight the case rather strong. For instances, he
from a democratic
fearful strides

establishment of

Letter from Boston.

ernment of the

The little city of Galena has given to the
conjecture. The man deS. Grant. President; John A. Raw
world l
purchase, and forthwith disbursed a
tins. Secretary of War; K. B. Washburne
a soiled twenty-live cent scrip, took up one of
Mlnisier to France; Mr. Moore, Assistant See
the simple bouquets aud walk-d away. And tilt retarv of Legation at l’aris; II. II Houghton,
La Haim
and !?. H. Campbell, U. S
romance lias faded and the hard stubborn facts Consul
But it is useless to

cided to

of life have come back to be met ami battled
down.

Marshall for Northern Illinois; not to mention
C. B. Denio. at Mare Island, Cal., and th? mm

wisest of modern statesmen has said that

Literary people are much exercised at present
In N. w York last week a woman was uiar
years past, be asked to meekly kueel and says—
iu discussiug the merits of a little volume enis
of
fear
the
mother
Then
look
at
that
wonderful
of
contrivance
“early
ried bearing the imposing name of Grace Ai
confess judgement for the offences of those
nature, known as the Stillwater river, which titled Gates Ajar, by Hlizabeth Stuart Phelps, a
da Lucretia Juliette Marguerite Victoria Adesafety.”
who have spurned, denounced and cursed is nothing but a natural boom formed by the hand
daughter of the Kev. Dr. Phelps of the Ando- laide
danger.
it oil for the protection, softy and convenience
Virginia Irving De la Vere. The lucks
of
them? Are we to ask pardou for having
ver Theological Seminary.
H is a queer book
But the desigu lias ripeued at last.
The The New Reform League. A Trap for
mau is simply Frank Smith.
of our immense lumbering operations.
i
to
for an Orthodox churchmember to write, to say
been right? Shall we sing hosannahs
Gulls.
paper is actually issued, and may be seen
We shall be prepared to see a new version the least. Some
Du Friday, a train on the
Long Island Kali
pronounce it rank heresy,
the devil?
Last
week
we
a
brief
of all men.
!t bears the appropriate title
published
telegram
road
ran off tk« track, instantly killing six pei
of the Book of Genesis in the school at whilst others who are
or lttsuri
imaginative,
That we should realize the evils we are
sous, and
of “The Imperialist,” and boldly proclaims to the effect that a Reform League was
many others.
Among the
Bangor, which will incorporate this idea into ouslv Inclined, or perhaps constitutionally la- killed was wounding
was as certain as fate, as clear as
Mr P. Shanahan, one of the bidders
suffering
of
Bostou,
about
to
he
instituted
in
the
its purpose, without coyness or affectation.
j
city
It was zy, like myself, rather like it. She makes heavthe Mosaic account of the creation.
for the Belfast and Moosehca.l Lake Railroad
the deductions of reason could make it.
en a refined type of this world, but very ae- j
In order to present its purposes iu its own having for its object the effecting of certain ,
considerate of the Creator.
very
certainly
I
man.
The fact surprises uo right thinking
comodatingly leaves every one the choice of contract.
changes for the better iu our governmental
language, we copy the prospectus—
A Senator was called out of lied three times
his or her employment.
She makes her herohim
or
burn
more
than
that
fire
should
affairs. The public lias since been present- any
The American Year Book for 1869.
FUE IMPERIALIST.
ine, Mrs. I’orceythe, tell little giris who cau't in one night by office-seekers in Washington.
should freeze.
Nor have the Democfrost
l-'or the tlrst time in the history of the United ed with a report of the proceedings in the
These are the days for clear, condensed have
Janies Stevens, of West Gardiner, during the
pianos here, that they can have thorn in
of the country been unaware that the
States, an American journal dares to proclaim
statements, in form for ready teference. Peo- heaven. And when Deacon Quirk, who thinks freshet, drove of! from an overflown
which an opinion of the racy
by
daily
papers,
bridge
as false and pernicious in their influence the
inevitable result of the evil days, when ple who think, talk and write—legislators, offi- “Heaven a
Democratic dogmas of “Popular Sovereignty”
place where the Saints, clothed in and was drowned with his horse.
design aud scope of the League, in its puraDd “Equality," and to demnad that on the ruins
they should come, would he that power cials. orators, scholars, editors—have uo time white, and carrying palm branches, shall stand
A Philadelphia man, one of Grant's appoiu'
be judged.
of this unfortunate Republic shall be reared the poses, may
would return to their hands. To them to plod through the heavy fol.os of records or up and worship God—harping upon harps incuts to a high office, has been detected
j
the
with
local
Arm and substantial structure of an Empire.
poliLacking familiarity
the mass of stati.-tics for the facts they
through all eternity.” remonstrates with her she- | stealing groceries before he got possession
would naturally flow the confidence aud probe
The creed of the Imperialistis revolutionary;
tics of Boston, we are unable to fix the poAnd so has come t.ie necessity for as ks him
want.
It it isn't iost as seusiole to have pi
it mission, to prepare the mind of the Amerihis place.
He begun too early.
trust
of
the
country.
litical status ol all the gentlemen taking
works like the one under notice, which con- anos as
CRI1 peoj/lc C'Ji t>Ut3 ic-v-oluilv.M-1 that rm:-i iXiicaUy
harps in another world? And it they
A man in Holyoke,
That the radicals should foresee and tain all that
begun throughout the country.
Mass..got two neighbors
is
to
want.
in this movement, but so far as their
everybody
likely
are any more materialVnd where lie thinks
The conductors of this journal believe De- part
to help him catch a burglar.
The neighbors,
dread this coming change is not unexpected.
Messrs O. D. Case & Co., of Hartford, in the trees
thst
grow
they get their palm-branch- in
mocracy to be a failure. Though theoretically names are given to the public, they are
after the robber, each mistook tin
looking
their
Year
Book
and
National
have
Nor is it surprising that they should seek,
Register,
All of which rather astonishes the
es from?"
plausible, iu its practical workings it has been
radicals. But report says they are
other for the personage, and one got a serious
found totally inadequate to the wants of the rnaiuly
rendered the public a service.
Besides very old Deacon, but
some shuffling evasion, to break the force
delights his son Ahinidab who | blow in tlie face with a mallet and the other a
by
The obof a’l shades of political opiuiou.
Americau people.
full and complete calendar tables, it includes tells Mrs.
Forceythe that -to think of stand- severe
ol the sentence about to he pronounced.
We believe that the National faith, if left in
pounding with a club.
all the important celestial phenomena for 1809; in’
ject set forth in the call tortile organization
so long tires him mor'ii a wind, forenoon's
the keeping of the populace, will be sullied by
up
The love of power is iu many minds second tables of Latitude and
Gen.
Grant volunteered, in his Inaugural, to
and
differmoderLongitude,
the sure repudiation of the National debt, and meeting are these—1st, to secure a
mowing would.” The rigid nations of people
to the love of life, aud they exhaust ence of time for 375 of the most
say he should not appoint any to office but
that an Imperial government can alone protect ate and effective tariff which
only
important
be
colmay
concerning heaven are very happily hit in the “honest men." After the appointment of Ohio
the rights of National creditors.
resource aud sharpen invention iu means places on the globe; a list of the presidents,
story of the little girl who wauled to know “if Ashley and Dan Sickles, one naturally asks
We believe that an Imperial Government, in lected with the least cost aud interference
to acquire and retain it.
But the device of vice-presidents, members of the cabinet, she wa> a good girl through the week if God what may be Grant's standard of honesty? Is
its paternal relation to the people, will care
of
industrial
the
with the
pursuits
country ;
judges, ic., since 1789; and of the Governors wouldn't let her go down to Hell some Satur- it “wine or beer measure !” [Register.
equally for all citizens, aud, while guaranteeing
a Reform League, under the patronage of
of the states and territories from their organsecurity to the rights of capital will jealously 2d, to oppose all special legislation intendOut in Dayton, Ohio, where they worship a
day afternoons to play with the little girls
radicalism, to correct abuses that itself ization.
protect the interests of tiie industrial classes. ed to foster
or class interest; 3d,
private
there.”
The book also contains many beauti- graven image of Charles Sumner, a white girl
We believe that the Republic means lawlesscreated aud fostered, is au exercise of inThere is an account oi' each department of ful and comforting passages for those who can I has run off with a colored waiter, and become
ness, corruption, insecurity to person aud prop- to secure some auuual payment of the prinof all admiration—a degree the General Government, with its bureaus, and
worthy
erty, roboery of the public creditors, and civil
genuity
aud
the
of
the
national
removal
accept them as truths, but alter all it is only Mrs. Othello.
debt,
cipal
war: that the Empire means law, order, securiof impudence that touches the sublime. It chief officers and their duties. In the State speculation upon an unknown theme- the asInc New Vork Times declares that Got
of
the
more
ouorous
taxes
of
some
under
faith
and
the
heal
of
Intercourse
; 4th,
department,
ty. public
peace.
borrows au idea from the fox, doubling in with Foreign Nations, there is a full list of serting of one person’s ideas of another world Hoffman deserves tiie support of every honest
This creed the Imperialist will advocate
to promote treaties of reciprocity with all
newspaper in the State. Republican and Demearnestly, fearlessly and without compromise,
his trail, or the hunted robber walking ministers, diplomatic agents, and consular offi- as others have doue before her. ( diaries Lamb
ocratic, for his resistance to the schemes of
and many will tlud in it the open expression of the North American States : 5th, to procers, with their official residences, embracing Idea of heaven was “a
mid
where lie
place
backward to deceive the pursuit.
plunder which arc so rife at Albany.
convictions and opinions long held aud cherishail the places at which our government is repmote reform iu the civil service, and the
Be on a sofa and read novels all day
I'pon
ed in secret. Its columns will be free from the
These excellcut gentlemen who are shed- resented ; and of the foreign legations in the
Greeley, who hasn't drawn any prize iu the
low vulgarisms which have heretofore disgrac- appoiutmeut of Government officers on the
United States, with the consuls of foreign the book, in a literary or religious point ot
Gift Enterprise at Washington, thus ex
great
of
rivulets
tears
over
the
consuch
sad
ed American journalism, and in the discussion
and
their
of
includ1
business,
venture
no
bin
countries,
view.
criticism,
lean- all to
places
sole ground of fitness and ability ; Oth, to ding
himself
in
of political and social questions will unite the
more
than
names.
presses
fourteen
hundred
all,
ing,
dition which we have reached, are those
judge for themselves, and to derive wliat conThe full account of the Treasury Depart\\ e are atrald that the President, like Presl
high tone and thorough culture of the English secure the return to a specie standard of
solation
can
a
its
from
of
they
perusal
who have managed the affairs of the coun- ment, Coast Survey and Light House Districts ;
pages.
dents before him, lias bestowed most of Ills ofweekly press, with the more popular features value as soon as possible.
A writer with still more liberal views having fices as he would
of the best current literature of the day.
for eight years past.
have con- the Army and Navy, the military and naval
give alms 'he beggar who
try
They
Most excellent purposes, and those that
academies, with lists of army and naval offi- detected a trace of Orthodox xclusiwness in i bawled the loudest, or showed the greatest
This needs no comment or argument as
trolled its finances, its tariffs, its manu- cers; the operations of the Post Office Departwill receive universal endorsement among
the title “Gates Ajar" lias written a book which number of "paper.-" generally being the most
successful.
to the purposes of the conductors of the paits internal policy, its foreign af- ment; the Patent Office and the Laud Bureau ; he calls “The Gates Wide
factures,
Open.”
the American people, except perhaps that
the Departments of Agriculture and EducaA man In Albany, taking Ms little dose of gin
ft
remains
to
per.
The Musical Festival still continues to be
only
inquire who they our
fairs, its army and navy, and have managed tion the lists of colleges, collegiate institugood friends at Bangor might demur them iu such
and molasses, swallowed a chip from the hogs
Boston
circles,
much
talked
of
in
i
and
the
law
normal
will
be
tions,
medical,
schools,
are and who their
subject
and
backers
a way as to draw a continued
supporters
at the unrestricted admission of colonial
of interest to many who have not access to a And as the time draws near, ov.ui the faithless head, which, lodging in his bowels, killed him
are.
The wealthy radicals of New Y'ork
the Democracy.
from
little flutter ot
Aud uow, large number of public documents, and who are beginning to experience
protest
M >ral.
But iu
Sweeten your grog with sugar.
lumber iu competition with theirs.
One usually serene old !adv is
are at the bottom of the scheme.
The men
when the worst that was predicted lias been could gain the information only by long and excitement.
a great general good to be attained, particlaborious investigation.
Paciii''
last Senators all intend
very much troubled about her strawberry pregoing home
who contributed to purchase Grant’s house,
to call
There is a condensed account of the pro- serves— tlie many people who will come to 'lie >y rail.
The road is finished, except t welve
meetings of
ular interests are liable to be overlooked. realized, they propose
who swelled Sherman’s fortune, aud made
all parties, with weeds on their hats aud ceedings of Congress, including the Impeach- Festival, she maintains, will devour all the hours ol staging.
The speeches made upon the occasion
Poor, unsophisticated old lady
ment Trial, Reconstruction in the Southern strawberries.
rich
lor
life.
The
In llosLou they are quietly getting ready
notorious
Fanagut
Loy- were all in substantiation of the need of re- handkerchiefs to eyes, and weep over the States, and other lnportant matters; the na- to bo thinking of preserves when the divine
celebrated band are to be ;arms, ammunition uid supplies for the Cuban
from
Strauss’
tional debt at different periods; receipts and strains
al League is deep in the project. A memsad state of our affairs !
The opform in tbe particulars set forth.
expenditures of the government; sales of mer- wafted to listening ears, setting, as tile Jour- patriots.
ber or two of Grant’s staff have a finger in
To bless : chandise ; National Banks, and Abstracts of the nal says, “all female hearts in a flutter.’’ How
may go too far.
Complaisance
of
the
of
the
national
tariff,
debt,
pression
A box containing a human skeleton, with
materia! her principal “holt on life” must be!
the pie. And of course Grant himself unthem tl at despitefully use us, is better iu Public Laws.
of unequal taxatiou, of the need of govA brief historical notice is given of each The Coliseum is fast assuming shape and pro- the top of tlic skull sawn off', was found final
derstands tiie whole matter, although probthan politics. The Democracy of \ State and territory, with a list of the executive portions under the skillful hands or many
ernmental reform, were all elequeutly set religion
mg, in the river at Bath.
Probably some dis
this country, against their better judgment, and judicial officers; the number and term of workmen. It is to accommodate fifty thous
ably working through other parties.
aud the deplorable state of the counThe school children are rehears- set-led subject.
forth,
service of members of the legislatures; an and persons.
It is curious to observe how consistent
were largely cajoled into the
approval of the account of the finances, State debt, education- ing their parts. The Choruses are progressing
Enoch Knight, Esq., has withdrawn from
try painted in lively colors. The oppresswith this scheme has been tiie course of
lute needless, foolish and bloody civil war. al, charitable and penal institutions ; and the finely, and are to ire all learned by the twen- the Portland Advertiser, and will devote himions were all in turn attacked aud dethe
directors
of
announce.
tieth
each.
There
wealth
and
oi
May—so
population,
industry
tiie new President.
It is tiie policy of
That is quite sufficient. With the lesson is also a summary of all the foreign govern- Messrs Hook A Co. are building an immense self to a new field of editorial labor.
nounced. As a specimen of the statistics
with
the
rulers,
to
expenditures, revenue, Organ for the occasion, which is to surpass in
have in power those upon whom
The Farmer says Miss Sarah Greenlaw, of
fresh iu our memories, let us not adopt ments,
usurpers
and arguments presented we copy a conarmy and navy, and other Important facts re- power any before known in the world, and is
East Vassalboro, committed suicide on Tuescan
in
the robberies and thousand nameless knave- garding each country.
they
depend
emergencies—whose in- densed
to be heard above all the other music,
intended
She requested her
day morning, l.'tth Inst.
report of the remarks of Mr. Nash,
The statistics of the religions of the world whether instrumental or vocal. The cannon sister, who
terest is in their success.
lienee Grant
ries for which that war gave opportunity.
lodged with her, not to call her
and it will have all the more force locally
not only the general classification of dif- are in readiness to be tired, and what a grand
give
down to breakfast, as she was not feeling quite
lias appointed hosts of his family relatives
Let our hands be clean.
Those of you who as well as
ferent nations, but a detailed account of the powow we are to have.
because it shows how the leading industry
usual.
After being left alone she
each
nearer can “listen attentively” down
to office.
connected
with
denomination
can’t
number
in
men
attached
to
him
get
radical
the
Military
bung herself with a cord suspended from it
No, gentlemen of
persuasion, each
of the coast of Maiue is faring.
and in other portions of the civil- in Maine. The prices of admittance, for a sin- timber in the chamber.
State,
and his interests, like his West Point classInsanity was the cause.
if
are
with a mill-stone about ized world.
have been fixed at five and three doland

provident

>

:i

j
you
sinking
gle ticket,
There arc miscellaneous essays upon Agrl- lars for reserved seats, according to location,
Your
your necks, call not on us for aid.
Mr Nathaniel C. Nash, the next speaker, in
cu'ture; Currency and Finance; Mining; Lit- and two dollars without. One hundred dollars
fought all through the war
the course of his remarks, stated the enrolled hands have placed it there, and if it over- erature, und the Literary Influences of the day ; is the price of a season ticket admitting three.
The questions as to the efficacy of establishside, are given office, and thus bound anew and registered tonnage of the United States to comes you, and you sink “unwept, unhouor- and full tables of Presidential election returns,
with the vote in each county for Electors since ing a State Police, and the investigation of the
been 5,539,813 tons in 13G1 ; 4,986,410 tons
have
by the ties of gratitude. Gen. Blair, an in 18C1, and 3,481,754 tons in 1867. The
ed and unsung,” you will give place to bet- 183(1. More thau 30 pages are occupied with
charges made against Col. Kurt/., Chief of Pofalling
able officer of the Union Army, is not
the Record of Important Events in 18G8, and lice, and Detectives Heath and Jones, are subper- off during the war, and from the depredations ter men.
the Obituaries Include notices of HO of the jects of great interest, at present, to the maof the Alabama, equalled 553,412 tons or 134,mitted to remain a day iu an
unimportant 470 tons annually. The falling off during the
jority of our citizens—whilst other cities look
A series of meetings for improving the most eminent persons deceased in 1808.
i
on in well bred surprise to see staid old Bospositiou. Do not these parts fit each other three years following the close of the war
women of Boston
ton in such a muddle.
Among tlie many seri(making a proper reduction for the new method condition of the working
to make the rounded whole, as
Court Record.
these ollieers is
completely of measurement!, equalled 1,504,G47 tons, or is
ous charges brought against
At
one of them,
held
iu
that
city.
being
Supreme Judicial Court. Dickerson J., that they have, for “hush money," shielded the
as the halves of a sundered
apple?
501,549 tons annually. The tariff which was in
it was given out as a fact that there are upmurderers of the little Joyce children whom
Presiding.
The most significant argument advanced full operation for the latter period was the
cause of a decline three times greater than was wards of
your readers will remember to have been so
women iu Boston ;
20,000
T.
B.
working
Grant vs. B. F. Grant.
Action for
is that a democracy is incompatible with suffered in the war. The tonnage of the United
strangely killed some two years ago, and about
that iu numerous shops where there are breach of covenant to convey land.
Verdict which there has beeu so much mysi try.
Vs
the sanctity of the public debt—that if left States in 1852 was 4,138,400 tons; in 1861,
5,539,813 tons. The ratio of increase in the de- over a huudred employed the earuiugs of for deft. Motion to set aside verdict as against there appears to be ft slight trace of political
to the popular verdict, it will be repudiat- cade was 35 per cent. At a similar rate of infeeling in the testimony, it is safe to withhold
each are not more than sixty or seventy-tive evidence. Uubbard for pltfl'. Jewett & Nickjudgment until the case has been Iairly tried.
How it crease we should have had a tonnage in 1867
ed. How familiar this sounds !
erson for deft.
of 6,703,173 tons—an amount twice greater cents
The celebrated Davenport Brothers are
per week ; that they are in many cases
Chase vs. Chase. Action for bill of goods, j now holding their spiritual seances at Music
repeats the stale arguments of last year’s than we now possess. The tonnage of Great
Britain and its
Hall. Dr. O. W. Holmes and other prominent
in 1861 equalled obliged to live on one scanty meal a day.
Defaulted by agreement.
campaigns! The bondholders, the shy- 5,895,369 tous. dependencies
In 1867 it amounted to 7,307,- The woman ended their series of
gentlemen have been upon the investigating
Charles
Elliot
spirited
vs. Israel K. Grant.
Plaintiff
committee, but thus far leave been unable to
locks, the usurers of the country, with their 851 tons—a rate of increase exceeding that of
claims to have owned a stock of goods in Knox detect the
our own in the period of our greatest prosperi- resolutions with this home thrust at the
appearance of any deception in their
hands deep in the pockets of the people, are
Even the most skeptical arc
which were by defendant attached and sold on performances.
ty. Our revenue laws have operated as a bill professed
sts—
:
philanthropi
suit against C. F. Chandler, and in favor of puzzled to account for many of the manifestacrying out for a strong government to gur- of sale of no small portion of our tonnage to
women
and
that
the
white
Resolved,
girls
Great
tions.
with the almost exclusive priviantee their extortioD.
On trial.
who to-dav, in Massachusetts, give a fair (fay’s certain wholesale dealers in Boston.
Seeing signs of lege ofBritain,
We are beginning to have a foretaste of
building for the future.
for
in
are
work
cents
currency,
earning
thirty
summer In “bursting bud and blushing flower,”
Assuming the value of our shipping to be
restiveness, they appeal to imperialism and
as
much
of
objects
enlightened, philanthropic
Tlie question whether a man’s photograph in green paths; in warm, sunshiny weather,
its bayonets to force from an unwilling peo- equal to $60 per ton, Mr. Nash showed that
Ac.
In the markets are to be
the decline in value of our tonnage from 1861 sympathy as were, a few years ago, the negro 1 can be taken with a
“Spir[t friend” by his side, spring suits,
slave
women
of
Carolina.
South
found lresh lettuce, radishes, green peas, straw
ple the demands of injustice. They know to 1807 equalled §123,483,354—a sum exceeding
has got into the New York Courts, and is puz- !
twice the amount of all the capital invested in
berries and other dellcuces for those who have
as well as the people kuow that the mouPortland complains that business does not zling Judges and Counsel.
A disappointed money enough to purchase them
the manufacture of iron In the United States,
They are
strous injustices of gold
sold at almost fabulous prices.
l’KRciii.
j sitter sued the photographer.
payment and tin- and to which onr ocean commerce has been open well this spring.
mate

Longstreet,

even

though

he may have
on the rebel

ADDRESS OF MR NASH.

The United States Senate adjourned
day last.

on

Fri-

Baltimore negro went

A

to sleep the other
The
place over a 11 me kiln.
morning there was nothing but charcoal

night in
next

a

warm

and lime left, of him.

The big bail storm at St. Louis overtook ;*
funeral procession, frightening the horses so
that they ran away, and making a terrible
l’iie

time,
away,

horse attached

throwing the

to

the

corpse to the

heausex ran

ground.

l lie Plattsburg
Republican says Grant has
done well, "relatively,” so far.

Admiral

Farraguthas

been very ill with neu

ralgia of the optic nerves.
Samuel Brew, aged st, supposed to have
been the last of the Dartmoor prisoners, re-

cently died

in Newark.

The Portsmouth
ot

palsy

in

States A

I’lilnu

reports

a

young woman, occasioned by
a "liloom ol Youth" for improving the com-

case

a

plexion.
Wilder

S

Fish lias been

j ter at Lincoln! die t 'outre
(at Millbridge.

appointed l'ostinasGeorge R. Smith

and

Another story about Noggle, Grant's Chief
Justice of Idaho, is that In Wisconsin, where
he comes from, he is known as "the man who
spells God with a little g."

If men and women could but find the fabled
fountain which is said to restore health, and
iVo. 4 Bultinch Street,
strength, and beauty, with what eagerness they
would rush to drink its waters.” It is found in the (Opposite Revere House,)
BOSTON |
sale
of
Bitthe Plantation'
S. T.—1860—X. The
t rustees of this Institution take pleasure in anters is without a precedent in the history of the
nouncing that they have secured the services ot t lie
world.
They are at once the most speedy, emiuent
and well known L)R A. II. IIAYDS, late Surstrengthening health-restorer ever discovered. It
U. S. Army, Vice-President of Columbia College ot
LOS
and BILLY MORRII, and L. A.
'hysiciaus and Surgeons, &e.
requires but a single trial to understand this.
This Institution now publishes the popular medical
ZB'ISLER, Proprietors.
best
imto
the
Water.
Magnolia
Superior
book entitled “The Science of Life or Self-PERFORM ATported German Cologne, and sold at half the piice. JPre*ervation,“ w ritten by Dr Hayes. It treats upon
the Errors of Youth, Premature decline of ManWe should not hesitate to recommend to any hood, Seminal Weakness, and all Diseases and
friend of ours, Parsons’ Purgative Pills; they are Abuses of the Generative Organs. Thirty thousscientifically prepared, and are adapted to all the and copies sold the last year. It is indeed a book for ev2!)th.
ery man,—young men in particular. Price only §1.00.
purposes of a good purgative medicine.
This Institute has just published the most perfect treatise ot the kind over offered the public, entitled, “SexIIEI.HST PRICE (THREW.
ual Physiology of Woman, ansi Her Ills*
easel,” profusely illustrated with the very best enCORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
gravings. This book is also from the pen of Dr. Hayts.
Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The MysBelfast, Wednesday, April 58, 1809.
of Life,—Beautiful Offspring,—Beauty, its value to
14 to 15 tery
15 Round Uo£,
£7 to
Flour,
ot Woman,—
1.15 to
0.00 Clear Salt Pork, $35 to.'ir.nu Woman,—Marriage,—General Hygeine
Corn Meal,
Puberty.—Change ol Life.—Excesses of the Married,—
7 to
2.00 to
0.00 Mutton per lb,
Rye Meal,
Prevention
to Conception, &c In beautiful French cloth,
7 to 8
0.00 Lamb per lb,
1.75 to
Hyp,
full gilt, $3.50. Either of these
20 t o 25 $2.00; Turkey Morocco,
1.10 turkeys, per lb,
1.05 to
Corn,
books sent by mail, securely scaled, postage paid, on re17 to 20 j
1.40 to
1.50 Chickens, per lb.
Bailey,
of price.
3.50 Ducks, per lb,
25 to 00 ceipt
2.75 to
Beans,
The
Journal of Health." a lirst00 Hay per ton,
75 to
Oats.
$12 to 15 1 class kiPeal»ody
HIS FRIENDS and the Public that he has
in every respect,—S pages, 32 columns,—pubpaper
to
00
to
55
0.00; lished
$1.50
Lime,
taken the store on High street,
Potatoes,
on the 1st of February, and every month during
Belfast, opposite A.
10 Washed Wool,
38 to
42 |
Dried Apples, 14 to
Bean
P.
where
he will keep an excellent assortment of!
s,
the year. Subscription price per year only 50 cts. Spec50 to
75 Unwashed Wool,
28 to 30
Cooking, do.
imen copies sent free to any address, on application to
35to
40 Pulled Wool,
45 to 00
Butter,
LA.71
VEAL
the Peabody Medical Institute.
22 to
25 Hides,
9 1-2 to 00
Cheese,
Albert II. Hayes, M. 1>., Resident and Consulting aud all meats usually kept in markets here. Also

A couple of negro preachers in Texas have
Local Items, &c.
experienced the evils of too zealous devotiou
to duty.
Saturday night they caught and hung
It is reported that the Grand Jury is making a raid on
an unfortunate white man, Sunday thev preachsaloon keepers, under the inspiration of somebody who
ed and baptized fourteen persons, on Mouday
expects to make a dollar or two out of the operation.
they were arrested, and on Tuesday taken The liquor law is an unmitigated nuisance, and as such
from .jail and hung by a mob.
ought to be indicted by the Jury, instead of the sellers*
The New York lleral 1 adheres to its report
"l Boss’s interview with (1. rut, au 1 says it is
correct in every

It has

ll

scratched his ticket,

scratching

i» to be

an

party contains plenty of
have done little else.

f Bangor Whig.
issue, the Whig's
lousy fellows who

exclusively

as a means

an

instrument of

It is

Avenue at

to construct

a new

MEAT

FRANCIS WHITMORE

modate the travel hitherto
The

passing

over

railroad track will pass

accom-

the closed

Schooners Silver Moon and Willie have been
seized at

Uoothbay by the cutter Mahoning,
taken to Portland, on charges ot violating

so near

Mail Li.ri ix«.s. The contracts for

BEEF, FORK,

high-

the

carrying

22 to
00 Calf Skins,
22 to
24 Lamb Skins,
Lard,
12 to
14 Wood, hard,
Beef,
Apples, Baldwin, 1.50 to 2 00 Wood, solt,
II Crass
1 50 to 5 50 ! Clover Seed

Eggs,

17 to 00
7 to 1.25
0.00 to8.00
4.00 to0.00
18 to 33
>

:

SPECIAL NOTICES.

the mails

just been awarded. The routes from
the revenue laws.
and
Rockland to Bangor and from Belfast to Frankfort, have
I'wo boys, about 1:'. years old,
bung them- be-n awarded to Nathaniel Holmes. From Belfast to On the principalot Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable
terms. Inquire
selves ou the same day in different parts of the Augusta to G. W. Means of Augusta. From Srarsmont
W. 11. 81H MOW.
l.iti
tu Augusta to .1. W. Fowler of Augusta. From Augusta
town ot Vermont, 111.
No cause is known.
to Rockland, to Lancaster, Parker, & Co., which firm
Si* rup,
Nrlieni'L’ii i*ulmonl(
I'he Bangor Association for the Prevention includes Messrs. Dean and South worth). The Air Line
and Mandrake Pills will eure Consumpfrom Bangor to Calais, and the line from Bangor to Cher- Seaweed Tonic
d Cruelty to Animals is organized, and looktion, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, if taken according
ryfield, to G. W. Spratt of Bangor.
to directions. They are all three to be taken at the same
ing around for a case to operate upon.
time. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put
Morris Brothers. Our citizens are to be favored
it to work; then the appetite becomes good; the food
l’he little steamer. White Fawn, brought with a visit from this celebrated troupe of Negro Min- digests and makes good blood; the patient begins to
in flesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs,
on
this
grow
Thursdav
stand
at
the
evening. They
strels,
21225 at auction
and the patient outgrows the disease and gets well. This
head of this class oLperfoimers in the country, and deis the only way to cure consumption.
Seventy-two snakes, all in a bunch, were velop an immense amount ot fun in an evening's enterTo these three medicines Dr. J. II. Sch?nck, of Philaof
killed by two boys in Huulton last week.
tainment. Their opern-liouse, in Boston, is one of the delphia, owes his unrivaled success in tin1 treatment
Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens
local attractions that all strangers should v isit, and as pulmonary
it off by
nature
throws
matter
in
the
the
morbid
lungs,
rid
ot one Queen, Queen IsaSpain lately got
this l? their first visit to our city, they should be greeted an easy expectoration, for when the phlegn. or matter is
bella, and is likely soon to lose another, “the
ripe a slight cough will throw it off, and the patient has
with a full house.
of
the
Antilles.”
Queen
rest and the lungs begin to heal.
[Prentice.
New Express. Attention is called to the advertiseTo do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills
1'he mice have made sad havoc in girdling
ment of the Waldron Express, running on the steamer must be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so
that the Pulmonic Syrup and the tood will make good
trees, under the deep snow in this State, the
Cambridge from Boston to Bangor. It has been operat- blood.
P isl winter.
Scheijck's Mandrake Pills act upon the liver, removing
ing successfully ir. Massachusetts and as far east as Portrelax the ducts of the gall bladder, the
land during the p:<Jt few months. The New England all obstructions,
bile starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved ; the stools
finder the head of retrenchment, Punch says :
Express experience of our citizens was rather hard, but will show what the Pills can do; nothing has ever been
John Bright has made a considerable reducthe n \ company ask- no subscription to its stock and Invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is
tion in the brim ol his hat since lie has been
very dangerous to use unless with great care,) that will
says it has no debts to pay. a. D. Chase is agent for unlock the
lu office."
gall bladder and start the secretions of the
Belfast.
liver like Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
Liver Complaint is one of the most prominent causes
The office seekers haw all gone home, and ;
Our t. .un-whistles almost entitles us to the rank of a
of Consumption.
Washington experiences a relief.
Sehenck’s Seaweed Ionic is a gentle stimulant and
metropolitan city. On Monday morning the paper mills
and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this
alterative,
soon
afterwards the two shipyards take up the
begin it,
There is stiil much snow on the upper Kenpreparation is made of, assists the stomach to throw out
retrain, about 9 o'clock the steamer Richmond announces the
to dissolve the lood with the Pulmonic
juice
gastric
nebec, and fears of a freshet are felt,
herself, at noon the musical double whistle of the Wil- Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermentaor
of
the stomach.
tion
souring
liam fibbets chimes in, and between two and three
A remarkable case of an unbroken
The great reason why physicians do not cure Confamily
exists In Paris, Maine
Mr. Henry McKenney, o’clock the hoarse sound of the coming Cambridge is sumption is, they try to do too much ; they give medi1
the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night
aged ho years, his wife aged sS years, with all heard. By and by the locomotive whistle will be add- cine to stop
sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the
ed.
their 11 children, six sons and five
in this State have

Wharfage

daughters.

Storage,

digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and
I eventually the patient sinks and dies.
Dr. Schenck, in his treatment, does not try to stop a
cough, night sweats, chills or lever. Remove the cause,
whole

j

Christ!,')

I

COFFEE,
SPICES,
&e., of

Physician.

FLOUR,
MOLASSES,
SUGAR,quality.
TOBACCO,
kinds
the
groceries

N. B.
Dr. 11. may be consulted ia strictest confidence
on all diseases requiring skill, sccresy and experience.
Inviolable Se« rksy and Certain relief.

pply44

and all

rorxc, la

mlcs n1.1r.ire:

OF THE INJURIOUS EFFECTS of Face Powders
and Washes. All such remedies close up the pores of
tlm skin, and in a short time destroy the complexion. If
you would have a fresh, healthy and ) outhful appearance,
u-e Helmbold’s Extract Sarsaparilla.

KIKI.MBOLDM

CONCENTRATED FLUID EXTRACT
SARSAPARILLA
ERADICATES ERUPTIVE

i ULCERATED DISEASES

OF THE

THROAT, XOSE, EYES, EYELIDS, SCALE,

and

ot

best

Good prices paid to farmers for such articles as they
to market, particularly Beef, Round Most*.
«*»!< Hliles, Calf Skins, Rutter. Earirs, Ac..

_

A CLEAR, SMOOTH SKIN and BEAUTIl EL COMPLEXION follows the use of Helmbold's Concentrated Extract Sarsaparilla.
It removes black spots, pimples and all eruptions of
the skin.

ot

j

Central

GREATER
send and

Belfast, April 29th,

ALL.

1809.

3W42

A HARRIS’
New Carpet Store!
f'pHE

SUBSCRIBER,

thankful to the public for the
X
kindness and liberal patronage he has received
at his new store on H gh Street,
opposite Field &
Mathews' Furniture store, takes the liberty to Inform the
public that he has opened a stairway in his new store,
leading to a large CARPET ROOH, where he offers for sale at as low prices as ever before offered In Belfast, a splendid stock of

SKIX,
CARPETINGS,
Which so disfigures the appearance, PURGING the
—CONSISTING OF—
evil effects of mercury and removing all taints, the remThree Ply, Superfine and Super; also Oil
nants of DISEASES, hereditary or otherwise, and is
Clothes and Rats, lrom the best Lowell and
taken by ADULTS and CHILDREN with perfect
Hartford factories.
SAFETY.
Also on hand a good stock of Cloths, consisting of
TWO TABLE SPOONFULS of the Extract of SarsaDOESKINS, CASSIMERES of
BROADCLOTHS,
parilla, added to a pint of water, is equal to the Lisbon
all grades, SATINETS, TWEEDS, COTTONDiet Drink, and one bottle is equal to a gallon of the
and FLANNELS.
ADES
Syrup of Sarsaparilla, or the decoctions as usually made. Also on hand a lot of
Ready Made Clothing, to be sold
AN INTERESTING LETTER is published in the
out within thirty days if possible.
Medico-Chirugical Review, on the subject of the extract
4j^Guick sales and small profits is my motto.
of Sarsaparilla in certain affections, by Benjamin Trav3w42
A. HARRIS.
ers. F. R. S., &e.
Speaking of those diseases, and disfrom
eases arising
the excess of mercury, he states that
no remedy is equal to the Extract of Sarsaparilla ; its
power is extraordinary, more so than any other drug I
am acquainted with.
It is in the strictest sense, a tonic
State of Maine \
with this invaluable attribute, that it is applicable to a
Waldo ss. )
state of the system so sunken, and yet so irritable as rendG. BICKNELL, of Belfast, in the
ers other substances of the tonic class unavailable or inrp0 STEPHEN
ot Waldo. Greeting.
jurious.
XrYouCounty
are hereby required aud commanded to notify and
IIELU1IOLDM
warn the Pewholders and
of the

Proprietors’ Meeting.

proprietors

Baptist

Meeting-house, in Belfast, to meet at said Meeting-house
in Belfast, on Saturday, the
day of May,
A. D. 1869, at two of the clock in the afternoon, by posta
certified
of
this
three
weeka’bel'ore
up
ing
copy
warrant,
Established upwards of 18 years. PREPARED BY
the time of meeting, on the principal outer door of said
II. T. IIEI.MBOLD,
; meeting-house, and in one or more public places in said
594 Broadway, N. V,
Belfast, and cause the same to be published in a newspaer published in said County, three weeks before the time
ot said meeting, for the following purposes, to wit:
1st.
To choose a Moderator.
2d. To choose a Clerk.
To
choose three or more assessors.
3d.
4th. To choose a Collector and Treasurer.
In this city, 20th lust., by the Rev. XV. O. Thomas, Mr.
5th. To see what repairs or alterations, if any, are
Thomas Foster Carter and Miss Abide L. Blake, botli of
this city.
necessary to be made on said Meeting-house, and what
In Frankfort, April 24th, by Upton Treat,
Mr. measures said proprietors aud pewholders will adopt to
make the same.
Albert Curtis and Mrs, Jane Moody, botli of F.
6th. To see if said proprietors and pewholders will
In Palermo, April 5th, Mr. John H. Brown and Miss
I elect three discrete persons to make an appraisal of the
Eliza J. Young, both of P.
relative value of the pews In said Meeting-house, under
oath.
7th. To see if said proprietors and pe.vholdcrs will appoint some suitable agent or agents to make sale of pews,
and attend to the repairs and alterations, aud elect a
[Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye, must treasurer or trustees to receive and distribute the probe paid for. \
ceeds ot the sale of pews.
In Thoniaston, April loth, Mrs. Mary Towle, formerly
8th.
To transact any other business that may proper!
of Searsport, aged 70 years.
ly come before said meeting.
In Lincolnville, March 22d, Mr. John M. Hahn, after a
Given under my hand aud seal, at Belfast, this twentylong and severe illuess; aged 59 years.
fourth day of April, A. D. 1869.
In Gold Hill, Nevada, Feb. 12th, ot small pox, Charles
N EH EM IA H ABBOTT, Justice of the Peace.
M., youngest son of Ezra and Rhoda Cox, ot Liberty,
Attest. S. G. Bicknell.
a true copy.
3w42
18 years and 11 months.

CONCENTRATED EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA,

twenty-second

Bargain.

1

are

Street,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

offering

CHARTERED III A SPECIAL ACT OF CONGRESS

IADl CEMENTS

try

CASH CAPITAL,-$1,000,000,
pa in ix mi

us.

TEAS.

BIMiXCIl OFFICE,

Oolong (IIlack;.
English Breakfast,

SOc, 90c, and Best, $ 1.00 per lb.
1.30
§1.00, $1.10,
1.20
Japan,
1.00, 1.10,
1.50
Young and old Hyson, 1.00, 1.50,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

PHILADELPHIA,

COFFEES.
Raw—Rio, 25c,
Burnt—“ 35c,
Gr'd,

Bn’t &

10c,

Where the general business of the Company is transacted
and to which all general correspondence shoul-l be .ul

Bello, 30c; Best Java, 35c

Porto

40c;
25c,;

ISc,

12c,

dressed.

lb.

45c
45c

35c

10 lbs Best Rice,
§1 00 17 lbs. Oat Meal.
$1
8
100 8
1
Corn Starch,
Starch,
S
s
100
Peerless
Tapioca,
Soap, 1
5
Seedless Raisins,
1
5 1-2“
1
Layer Raisins,
0 1-2“
Cask Raisins,
1
0 1-2
1
English Currants,
5 Papers Ilosford’s Bread Preparation.
1
'•
14
Bread Soda,
:

OFFICERS.
CLARENCE II. CLARK, President.
JAY COOKE, Chairman Finance and Executive Com
mlttee.
HENRY D. COOKE, Vice-President.
EMERSON W. l’KET, Secretary and Actuary.

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
GO

Tlii*
tages
It i*

As LOW

<5z>o.

It i* definite and certain in it* term*.
It
a home company in every locality
It* policie* are exempt from attachment.
Then* are no unnece**ary re*triction* In
the policie*.
Every policy i* uoii-forfeitable.
I*olicie* may he taken w hich pay to the
imured their full amount, and return all
th«» premium*. so that the iu*iirance com
only the interest on the annual payment*.
I*olicie* may be taken that will pay to the
insured, after a certain number of year*,
during life, an annual Income of one-tenth
the anioUiU attaint'd in the polity.
.To extra rate i« charged for ri*k» on the
live* of female*.
It in*ure*. not to pay dividend* to policy
holder*, hut at *o low a cost that dividend*
will l>e iuipo**ihle.
Circular*. Pamphlet* and full particular*
given on application to the Branch Office
of the Company, tar to

accordingly.

49*A fair discount made to country stores, expressmen, stage drivers, and also to tamiaes living in the
country, who will do well to club together, save their
money', and get better goods by sending their orders. All
orders promptly attended to.
Come one :
Come all:! and

yourselves.

for

see

4fcjpRemember the place,

No. 15 Central Street,
BANG Oil, MAINE.

THOMAS WHITE, PROPRIETOR.
April T,

BANKRUPTCY
of tiik United
District oi Maine.

States,

At Belfast,

ROLLINS & CHANDLER, 3 Merchants- Exchange,
State Street, Boston.
General Agents for New England,

NOTICES.

Court

District

!

3mos41

1869.

T,.

„

...

;

J. P.

1

20tu

day oi

THE

with suitable euilor«eineut. *hoiilil he addre**eil to
PI1II.O II Fit MET
Belfast, .Tf c
Is31
Special Agent for Waldo Couutv.

Billiard Tables.

Court of the United 1N
,
v..nI.„Tl...
1!ANKRI
1 T‘
States. District of Maine.
)
W.
matter
of
WILLIAM
In the
CURRIER. Bankrupt.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE, That a Petition has

District

XXEXKTXIY

LOOK? LOOK! LOOK!?
Print,

Co-Partnership

yd Silicia,

yds Cambric,

Sheeting,

yds

Handkerchiefs.

pairs

Gloves,

pair

___

piece Braid,

Eyes,

Paper.

spool

Special Notice!

t^*ALL FOR

NEW EXPRESS COMPANY.

SFIFLUSTOLORD'S,

House &

High

Furnishing

Ship Painter,

SHIRT PATTERNS
H.

L.

Cl ay’s Linen Collars and

LORD’S

Call at No. 10

High

St.

HEIMS,

106

Sudbury Street,
presented" to the Court
day
April, by William W. Currier, of Camden, a Bankrupt,
MASS.
BOSTON,
a
praying that he may be decreed to have full discharge
from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act,
of
BILLIARD
Manufacturer
TABLES,
with the Pa
and upon reading said Petition,
tent Combination *trlp 4 Million, superior
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had upto
now in use, at reduced prices.
any
on the same, on the first Monday of July, A.D. 1669. before
bmo3iJ
I®“All orders promptly attended to.
the Court in Portland, in said District, at 10 o’clock, A.
been
THIS

this nineteeth

of

M., and that notice thereof be published in the Rockland
Free Press and the Republican Journal, newspapers
printed in said District, once a week for three weeks, and
that all creditors who have proved their debts and other
persons in interest, may appear at said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer ot said
W.M. P. PREBLE,
Petition should not be granted.
3w41*
Clerk of District Court for said District.

PROBATE

TO THE PUBLIC !
THE Subscriber, at the Old Stand ot
Til K A DWELL & MANSFIF.LH, Imaen
gaged the services ot a skillful horse
^— shoer. and is now prepared to do Shoe
ing and Jobbing, in ail its branches, as well as can be
done in the county.

,>g-l'A

NOTICES.

Carriage Painting, Trimming and Woodwork, don>
promptly and in the verv best manner.
A large lot of Team \Vhcr’-. Waggons, Buggies, xe..
hand to be
JmosJy

Probate Court held at Bellast, within an I for the
on the second Tuesday u! April, in
our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
L. FILES, widow of Janie- It. Files, bte
of Monroe, in said County of W::ido, deceased,
having presented a petition that Timothy Mayo, ol sain
Monroe, may be appointed administrator on said le
ceased’* estate.
Ordered, That the said Hannah give notice to all person*
interested by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Bellast, within and for said County,
on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
ASA 1HURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w4l
At

on

a

County of Waldo,

sold,

at

prices

:

-nit customers.

N. M ANSFIF. LD.

the year of

HANNAH

Here’s Health for tho Million !
I3 1BU

Sherry

Wine

Bitters !

The Best Medtcino in tho World!

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot April, in
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty nine.
MILLER, Administrator of the estate of Joseph Miller, Jr., late ot Lincolnville. in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented his third and liu d
account ot administration on said estate for allow, nee.
Ordered That the said Adm’r give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy ol this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be Held at Belfast,* within and lor said County,
on tiie second Tuesday ot May next, at ten of th" clock
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
ASA TIIU RLOUGII .Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest—B, P. Field, Register. 3\\4i
At

CIjARHIE’S

VEGETABLE

a

Composed ot Dock Root, Sarsaparilla. Rock Rose.
Wintergreen, Dandelion, Wild Cherry, I horoughwort,
Prickly Ash, Poplar Bark, Rhubarb. ice. l or Weakness,

JOSEPH
!-£|
J^-LOWEST
Cheapest Store in the City!!!

THE

TUCKER, Manager.

ITIOCAI ACkET'TM ARE WAITED lu
anil application*
every
City anil Town
from competent partie* for *ucli agencie*,

April, A. D. 1809.
UNDERSIGNED hereby gives notice ot his apas
ot
James
Lancaster, of Northassignee
pointment
port, in the County of Waldo and State ot Maine, within
said District, who has been adjudged a Bankrupt upon his
own Petition, individually, and as a member ot the tirm
! of J. & J. A. Lancaster, li. N. Lancaster & Co., and
James Lancaster, by the District Court of said District.
3w42
W. G. CROSBY, Assignee.
the

Company offers the following advan-

a ATationul Company, chartered by
gpeelal act of Congre**. litW.
It lia* aipaid-up capital of $1,000,000
It offer* low rate* of premium.
It furni*he* larger insurance than other
companie* for the Name money.

SU Gi A SIS,
Tobacco, Spices,

i.i, l«*w.

approved July

otlered before to the consumers ot Bangor and
Look at .some of our prices. Then come, or

vicinity.

THE—

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

.1 LUXE.
Who

ever

INSURANCE COMPANY,
—OF

BANGOR.

Ac.
He will sell at the same low rates as heretofore, and
feels certain of giving his customers
perfect satisfaction.
Let all who have occasion to buv give him a trial n.n j
they will be satislied.

COME

LIFE

15

Than

ONE,

NATIONAL

China Tea Comp’y

bring

COME

4

the

<f 11 E A T

I

It,

Renovator which is being operated in this
Schooner Jerusha Baker, Captai n Karherlok, !
the Messrs. Bean, is doing an excellent work
lias run between Portland and Boston for :ity by
iniong the leather beds. Old and matted feathers are put and they will all stop of their own accord. No one can
! welve years, employed
chieily in carrying gun- I into a
cylinder, and steam forced among them be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia,
powder During that time no accident iias I intil revolving
Catarrh, Canker, 1'lcerated Throat, unless the liver and
they are eHectually separated, cleansed, purilied, * stomach are
made healthy.
happened to or on hoard of her involving a ind rendered
MARRIED.
us good as new.
Hie
bulk
is
also
If a person lias consumption, of course the lungs in
wondercent of expense, and she has paid to underincreased. The ladies, who know all about these! some way arc diseased, either tubercles, absesses, bronfully
writers, in the form of premiums, over *80,000
chial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass
household improvements, are delighted with theinven-!
on vessel and cargoes.
of inflammation and fast decaying. In such cases what
lion.
must be done ? It is not only the lungs that are wasting,
Mr. John M McCliutoek ol the coast
The stomach and liver have
but it is the whole body.
Esq.!
survey
With the opening ot .Spring and the return of the
lost
their power to make blood out of food. Now the
schooner Stevens,
now at Corpus
i bird',
lias located himself in his box on the only chance is to take Dr. Schenck’s three medicines,
Diogenes
met Willi a painfui accident on
which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient
Friday, March 1 corner opposite our office, and offers to an
appreciating ! will
-‘nth.
A revolver iu the hands of a iriend was
to want food, it will digest easily ana make
public his ,l lobster just out of the mint.” Joe dis- goodbegin
blood; then the patient begins to gain in flesh, and
accidentally discharged, and,the ball -truck Mr. courses
as soon as the body begins to grow, the lungs commence
of the lobster, the trouble of
very
learnedly
DIED.
McCliutoek in the right arm fracturing one of ;
to heal up, and the patient gets fleshy and well.
This is
the bones.
Mr. McCliutoek is a sou of Capt. j catching him, and the wonderfully low rate at which he the only way to cure Consumption.
affords the delicacy.
When there is no lung disease and only Liver ComMcCliutoek of Hallowed, and was formerly at
Ni ^ Fiu.m. Attention is called to the notice ot the plaint and Dyspepsia, Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic and ManBowdoin College.
drake Pills are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup.—
formation of a partnership in the Dry Goods business. Take the Mandrake Pills
freely in all bilious complaints,
The Messrs. Hodgkins of East Trenton have
1. W. Pitcher has associated with himself a partner of ns they are perfectly harmless.
|
bought sehrs. Samuel lvuights, of Gouldsbor- experience in the trade, and the new concern is
Dr. Scheuck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for
putting many years past, and now weighs 226 pounds, was wastough, aud Banner of Belfast, for lishiug. fF.ils- in a fine stock of Spring good'.
ed away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage of Pulworth American.
monary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced Maine, aged
The schooner George and*
Albert, that ran into and his
case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate,
lie
Why should our tears in sorrow flow
senator Sprague lias had printed in tlie Con- sunk schooner
of
Fuleta,
When God recalls his own,
Gardiner, has been libelled by ! was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his re
A Great
And
bids them leave a world ot wot*,
(■
thousands
have
used
the
afflicted
Dr.
lobe
several
owners
of
columns
the
for
of
F.
letters
The
covery
many
similarly
gressional
damages.
George and A1
For an immortal crown
Schenck’s preparations with the same remarkable sucSUBSCRIBER offers for sale at a great discount,
bert
is
owned
rpiiE
by George McDonald, C. 1*. Carter, Calvin cess. Full directions accompany each, making it not abi.unending his speeches. Among them is one
X his real estate at Frankfort, Me. Consisting of a
Their toils are past, their work is done,
Hervey and Houston & Small.
solutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients
Horn George M. Weston of this State.
dwelling-house and stable, with about 20 acres of land
And they are fully blest;
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is
adjoining, and 55 acres more within a short distance.
Soli. Chronometer of St. George, Capt. Ball, from Cal ;
They fought the fight, the victory won,
The house is built in a thorough and substantial manprofessionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every
Affairs are heavy iu the Navy Department. ais tor
And entered into rest.
Newark, with a cargo of lumber, arrived in our Saturday, where all letters for advice must be addressed,
ner, and has recently been put in perfect repair, with all
There is too much Porter there.
lie is also professionally at No. 32 Bond Street, New
[Post
harbor on Saturday, in distress. Off Mt.
the
conveniences and improvements usually found in a
to flow ;
cease
sorrow
Then
let
our
she
lost
Desert,
j
lirst clas3 dwelling.
every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover Street,
God has recalled his own ;
The Gardiner Reporter says the Mayor of head of foremast and mainmast, with sails and rigging York,
Boston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice free,
The main house is 25x35 feet, with an L of 15x59 feet.
But let our hearts, in every woe,
but for a thorough examination with his Respirometer
There are 9 rooms on the first, and 6 on the second
lugusta lias forbidden any more exhibitions attached. She will repair here.
Still say,—Thy will be done,
the price is $5. Office hours at each city from y A. M. to
floe r. It has a fine dry cellar, well cemented, and is also
like that given by Marston aud Davis in
going
Arrangements are making for a grand opening Fancy 3 P. M.
abundantly supplied with hard and soft water the entire
over the dam iu that city.
Dress Ball in Hay ford's Hall, May 12th. Music will be
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each
j season. The stable is 40x50 feet, and is conveniently situated and well arranged.
We see it also announced that he forbids the present from Portland and Boston, under direction of $1,50 pi r bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills
j
SHIP
NEWS.
25 cents a box. G. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover
The location is a very pleasant one, on the west side of
j
\V. H. Whidden. Particulars next week.
I
Wholesale
For
sale
all
sale ol stimulating drinks.
Marsh river, at Frankfort Mills. The house faces the
How far does his
Street, Boston,
by
drug
agents.
south-west, and commands the sun throughout the day.
PORT
We
OF
BELFA§T.
are enjoying warm and pleasant Spring weather. ; gistH.
_1>’20
Honor’s jurisdiction extend? Is lie Mayor of
! The grounds are prettily laid out with a summer house
The roads are
ARRIVED.
the ice has leit the streams
THOSE WHO DESIRE BRILLIANCY OF COM■thereon, and well ornamented with shade-trees. AtAugusta, Dukeof the Decanter, and Lord High and lakes, and becoming dry,
PLEXION
must
purify and enrich the blood, which
tached is a young aud thrifty orchard, with a variety of
everything prophesies of coming summer.
20th. Sell Mount Hope, Varnum, New York.
April
Hei.mbold's Concentrated Extract SarsaparilAdmiral of the Kennebec?
currant and plum trees.
22d. Sell N F Burgess, Burgess, Bangor.
Notwithstanding the backwardness ot tlie season, C. la invariably does. Ask for lfelmboUVs. Take no other,
The garden spot is 1-2 an acre, in a very high state of
23d. Schs Leila, Foss, Bucksville; Geo W Glover.
soldiers were killed and wounded by the B. Huzeltine. Esc., hist week had radishes and lettuce
cultivation, and has the sun nearly the entire day. The
Holbrook, Philadelphia.
“
land is well divided as pasturage and tillage, and cuts
21th.
Schs
Clifford.
explosion of the boiler of the steamer Use Ida from his hot-beds.
Nathan
Boston;
Ryan,
Adaline,
OUT OF SORTS.”
about 40 tons of hay. The fences are not long built, and
on the Missouri river Saturday.
Shute, ltoundout.
in good repair.
There is but one solitary velocipedist in our city, and
Take DR. S. O. RICHARDSON'S SIIEBRY WINE
SAILED.
Possession can be given immediately. Terms ol paySenator Cameron says Pennsylvania has he goes it alone about the city on moonlight nights.
21st. Sell Ida S Burgess, Burgess, Charleston.
ment easy and satisfactory.
most medicinal in the market. EstabApril
BITTERS,—the
credited to her a constitutional drunkard lor a
23d. Sell Mount Hope, Varnum, Rockland.
For lurther particulars enquire of C. H. Treat, at WinThanks to Cap;. Pinkham, of the Eastern Express, lor
lished in 1808.
25th.
Schs Cameo, McCarty, Boston; D K Arey, terport, or on the premises.
HENRY TREAT.
4m36sp
mission, and a constitutional thief for a con- late papers.
Salem.
2mos42
Fraukfort, April 26, 1869.
Ryan,
sulate,
But what for a Senator? [Post.
“Buy me anil I’ill clo you Uooil."—Now is
26th.
Schs Sarah, Smith, Bangor; Geo W Glover,
use the Great Spring*and Summer Medicine,
the
time
to
Frankfort.
Prices of Trotters.
Holbrook,
The follow iug DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB
Boston and Springfield are playing a game of
BITTERS, comPRICES
DISASTERS.
are giveu as the estimated
ot Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickchess by telegraph.
prices of trotting posed
The Ellsworth American announces the loss of the
ly Ash, Thorougliwort, Rhubarb, Mandrake, Dandelion,
horses at the present day :
A horse that &c.,
somewhere in the Caribean Sea. The
all
so compounded as to act in concert with Nature,
Corientus,
Brig
Incendiary ilres continue in Biddeford.
their effect is truly wonderful. They absolutely cure Corientus was built in Ellsworth, sonic three years since,
can trot in 2.-15 will
bring from $1,500 to and
Liver Complaint, Jaundice, Costivenesr, Headache, Piles, and was about 300 tons burthen, and was owned princiA rag machine In an Ohio
paper mill chopped $2,000; a
Capt Pendleton of Searsport has been master
dashing, good, young animal of Weakness, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dizziness, Heart- pally there. Lord
OUR QUOTATIONS.
dOo worth of greenbacks that were sewed
left the brig, on account of sickness. No
up
burn, Flatulency, Loss of Appetite, all kinds of humors, since Capt
square action will command $2,500 or aud
every disease arising from a disordered stomach or particulars have come to hand.
for the present, the following induce49"We
offer,
into an old garment.
They found the frag- $3,000, while a well bred one,
Barque Dency, Gray, from Bucksport for Cardenas, be- ments to CASH buyers:
say a Mes- bad blood, GKO. C. GOODWIN CO., Boston, and all
ments which were too tine to be of service.
druggists,
16w3Gsp
left
fore
and
Feb
lost,
reported
Bucksport
6,
experienced
Best German Whalebone Corsets at only 70 cents per
senger or a Bashaw, for instance, that can
a succession of gales from the time of leaving up to the
pair. Linen Crash 10, 11, 12 and 14 cents per
NOT A FEW of the worst disorders that afflict man- 18th ot the same
trot in 2.35, with a
month, when In a very heavy N E gale
Fix-Gov. Anderson, Fifth Auditor of the
prospect of improve- kind
yard. Yard Wide Cottons 10 and 12 1-2.
arise from corruption of the blood.
Helmboi.d's the foremast went
the board, carrying’ with it the main
by
will
be
after
at $5,000; and Extract Sarsaparilla is a remedy of the utmost
Six thousand yards Merrimack. Cochcco, Lancaster,
sought
Treasury, has been removed, and an Arkansas ment,
topmast and all headstays except one of the main stays.
value.
American, Sprague’s Allen’s, Pacific’s, Manchesone either of the above stock that can beat
The fall of the topmast stranded the ship bably, and she
man appointed to the place.
ter’s, Freeman’s and Wamsutta new
a leak and was soon making 2000 strokes'per hour.
2.30 is considered cheap at $10,000, while
QUANTITY vs. QUALITY. Hklmrold’s Extract sprung
Spring PRINTS, at 8 1-12, 9,10,
20th of February ft 11 in with the Spanish barque
Sarsaparilla. The dose is small. Those who desire On the
The brig C. C. Colson, an account of the
11. 12 1-2 and 13 cents,
Havana
for
M
E.
from
Liver
all
hands
on
who
took
for every second in the twenties, $1,000 a large quantity and large doses of medicine ERR.
pool,
warranted FAST
board and landed them at Liverpool.
seizure of which at New Orleans we gave last
COLORS.
will be readily giveu.
Hamilton Delaines 15 cents.
DKSIVilH
WOT.
and
Wool
YOU
AHE
WOT
YET
4StT“Cotton
She
week, is not now owned In Scarsport.
IYCIHAULE. KELEEF 18 AT IE A W1B !
Cotton warranted 200 yds. two spools for 5 cts.
4&F“Spool
A trapeze performer in Columbus,
had been sold previous to the seizure.
ribbed
late43TLadies’
Cotton
Hose, heavy, 12 cts per pair.
Ohio,
Notice.
ISTEN TO TIIE VOICE OF EXPEKIENCE. One
BATES QLTLTc, $1.50.
ly fell from a height of twenty feet In the theWord to the Dying should arrest the attention
SUBSCRIBERS
that
notice
they
The usual anniversay exercises of the Bucks- atre.
hereby give
Though head downwards when he began and wake tlie alarm of Young Men in our community,
have contracted with the Overseers ot the P oor, of
Mr. & Mrs. A. D. Chase.
port Seminary will take place on the Sth and to fall, he turned In the air and struck hls hip where so many are sinking under that long array of evils the town of Lincolnville, to maintain the poor of said
3w41
Beltast, April, 1869.
and
that arise from that dreadful scourge, solitary vice,
for the term of five years from the 15th of April,
on a piano-forte in the
town,
the
cth of May next and we learn that Dr. P. Siorchestra, splitting
other indiscretions and youthful indulgences. Listen. 1809, and this is to lorbid
any one harboring or trusting
of it to pieces. He jumped up, turned a
top
I'oung Men, ere^t is too late, and suffering in enervated any of said paupers on our account after this date, as we
monton of Searsport lias been selected to dehand-spring, and ran behind the scenes, to the youth a premature old age, arising from that secret habit have made suitable provisions for them. Overseers ol
liver an address on the occasion, Wednesday astonishment of the
which undermines the bodily health and the mental pow- Poor of all Cities, Towns or Plantations, will confer
who
audience,
supposed ers. Remember and seek the true physician, DR. FRED- a favor on us
by giving immediate notice If any of such
•
lie had been killed.
venlng, May hth.
ERICK MORRILL, of No. 48 Howard Street, Boston. should make application lor aid.
WE WILL SELL
Do not procrastinate, but go early,—go when unerring
A. L & R. S. FRO HOCK.
it is said that the administration does not
Now and then a man who has robbed the symptoms tell you your condition, when you are sensible
3w42
Lincolnville, April 24, 1869.
lo
yds good last colored
expect any present settlement of the Alabama Government of a few dollars, is prompted by of Weakness in the Back i.nd Limbs, Loss and Prostration of the Animal Functions and Muscular Power, Dequestion—but is not unwilling to liuve it kept his tender conscience to send the amount to rangement of the Digestive Organs, Dyspeptic Ailments,
Notice.
1
the Treasury.
Several cases of this kind, the General Debility, and the common symptoms of Lung
open to await future events.
amounts being §100 or less, have recently been Diseases, as well as the most terrible mental effects, such “VTOTICE is
have
that
the
undersigned
hereby
given
as Weakness of
Alienation and Loss of Memory,
Father Immas, the Catholic Priest lately at made public.
this
We wish, with the N. A'. Times, Restlessness in Mind, Confusion of
formed a copartnership under the name
2
Ideas, Depression of and style ofday
T. W. & J. Sv. PITCHER, lor the purpose
that some of our §100,000 thieves or §1,000,- Spirits, HabitualSleep,
Sadness and Disquietude,a Longing for
Ellsworth, has gone to Europe.
of carrying on the Dry Goods business, at the stand oc000 thieves would follow' these excellent ex- Change, Evil Foreboding, Avoidance of Society and Love
The debts due T. W.
wide
8
of Solitude and Retirement, Timidity, Mental Uneasi- cupied by T. W. PITCHER.
Du Monday, alter a harmless
by him.
exchange of amples, and thus give proof that conscience is ness, Headache, and a degree 01 Insanity almost termin- Pitcher individually will be settled
W. PITCHER.
T.
a powerful force.
really
innocent notes, tilt little unpleasantness beating in absolute madness. Go, young man, when nature
6 Linen
JOHN W. PITCHER.
thus bends beneath the abuse heaped upon her, and let
Belfast, April 28, 1869.
tween Senators Abbott aud
A little boy in Phillips, while riding a veloci- no false delicacy deter you from the wise course. Go to
Sprague was all
Dr. Morrill, and he will give
restored
health
when
you
ffxed up.
it was only fuss and feathers, after ! pede he had constructed from two discarded the
Mr. John W. Pitcher has been for some years with the 4
Ladies Hose,
body i9 overthrown and the mind wrecked; he can
wheels of wheelbarrows, came In contact with and has cured innumerable cases oi Nocturnal Emission well know wholesale dealers, Hogg, Brown & Taylor,
all.
of
and possesses a thorough knowledge of the
Boston,
another similar “machine” arhd had one of his and other terrible inflictions from this fruitful cause of market and the
I
Kid
requirements of the retail business. The
disease.
We are Indebted to Aaron S. Davis Ksq, of
Angers sawed completely oil':
In cases, too, of Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, Venereal Com- former customers of the store will find advantage In the
arrangement, it is confidently believed.
Chelsea, for a package of large photographs
plaints and others of a similar nature, have no fears of new
T. W. & J. W. P.
3w42
1
A girl being bantered one day by some of her the result if you place yourself under his charge; his is
portraying scenes in the coining big Musical
the voice of experience, and he has cured more casts
female friends in'regard to her lover, who had than
festival.
If they are true delineations the
any other living physician,—he has administered to
1 card Hooks and
Coal Tar and Tarred
the misfortune to have but one leg, replied, every form of Private Disease, and his remedies are sure,
musical folks will do some amazing things.
and infallible. A pei feet cure is
“Pooh, I wouldn’t have a man with two legs— sale, a speedy
guaranteed, ■'i'ABBLS. COAL TAR, ONE TON OF TARRED
radical cure is always effected.
and
FREDERICK & CO.
Cotton.
1
The bark John Bright has been captured on they're too common.”
The Doctor’s E'emale Monthly Drops are the only sure OVJ paper, for sale by .7. W.
Foot of Mein street.
3w42
for all Suppression and Irregularities that were ever
the north-west coast and her crew murdered
j cure
offered for sale in this city. These Drops are acknowlNOTES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
edged to be the best in the world for removing obstrucby Indians.
The poetry ol M. .1. W. and accompanying uoto are re- tions and producing regularity in all cases of Female Irlion. John A. l'eters invites the
Suppressions, &c., &c., whether originating
HR. & HR«. A. ». CHASE.
:Uv41
regularity,
young men ceived. The lines contain some excellent fancies and from
cold or any other causes. They are remarkably mild
of the Fourth District to
show
true poetic taste. We shall be glad to sec or to safe and sure, and the most
in
examinacompete
convincing proofs of their
virtues arc the benefits which have been realized by the
tion before a committee, for the West Point hear again Irom the author.
House and Land for Sale.
afflicted in their use. The Drops can be obtained ac
K. S. Wc are not in the dairy business, und can’t ad- office, No. 48 Howard Street, Boston, with directions my
!
„fr"—.. TIIE WALDRON EXPRESS COMfor
cadetship at his disposal.
THE subscriber offers for sale at a great barwhich
f
m
attended
and
has
been
All
letters
A
use.
medicines,
vise you in regard to churns—but have great respect for
to,
operatdirections,
pany.
Company
gain, a house with an ell and barn attached, and
Its lines in Massachusetts and Connecticut, also from
forwarded immediately.
ing
&c.,
Iy45sp
l'be two reverends appointed to
two acres oi good land, situated at Belmont
Isail
Portland to Boston, since the last of March, opened
Consulships | cream and really good butter. If you want an opinion
■ ’“MiJ
Corner. It has a well of soft water that never
River route. The
from this state, have “swapped.” Gould don’t ! on those productions, pass in yonr samples.
HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA cleans- Monday, April 19th, on the Penobscot
fails. The situation is a very eligible one for a shoe
no
call
Waldron
makes
on
the
Express Company
public maker. For particulars inquire of the subscriber on
es and renovates the blood, instils the vigor of health
Our
Massachusetts
friend
who
forwards
some
want to go to Cork, so he is
pictures into the
It starts with every dollar
lor assessments on its stock.
changed to Birand purges out the humors that make
or HENRY DUNBAR, No. 44 Union St.
of its material paid for, and ample means to successfully Cedar street,
accompanied by a poem has our thanks. We would like disease. system,
MALVINA TOOTHAKER
mingham, and Stevens will look around for an explanation of the special uses of one of them.
carry on its business.
.*lw40
1869.
14,
April
New
It
to
will
make
a
rate
York, connecting
HELMBOLD’S CONCENTRATED EXTRACT SARthrough
something better.
at Boston with the New York and Boston Express, a new
SAPARILLA, is the great lilood Purifier.
and
New
between
Boston
under
Express running
York,
John Bussell Vouug one of the editors of the
Speer’s Pout Wine. The Port grape is now
GOODS
the management of James Fisko, Jr., of the Erie RailIN THE SPRING MONTHS, the system naturally
in this country for a wine unexcelled by
Tribune, has sued Dana of the Sun for depriv- cultivated
road, with S. W. Waldron, Esq., lormerly agent of the
auv other, in its mellow juiciness, richness of fla- I undergoes a chauge,and Helmbold’s Highly Con- I Merchants’ Union
OF ALL KINDS AT
in Boston, as Superintendent
Express
Extract of Sarsaparilla is an asing him of $100,000 worlh of character.
vor, and brilliancy of color. The grape has been centrated
in that city. With fair rates and courteous treatment,
sistant of the greatest value,
St.
the Waldron Express
to a perfection never attained in Portugal
No. 10,
II. L.
expects to make a permanent abidThe man who pulled Andrew Jact-eon’s nose brought
!
ing place in the State of Maine, and appeals to the public
by Mr. A. Speer, in his vineyard, in New Jersey.
A.
AC.
for
a share of its patronage.
OULLNAlSr,
In 18112, is just dead.
at
Physicians
sav
it
is
He would have died
superior to imported Port lor
A. ». CHASE, Agent at Belfast, Office *o.
goods at
and in summer it is more agreeable and
the time, If Andrew has been provided with a invalids,
1 Bain St., Custom House Square.
If. I,. f.OHUM.
refreshing than claret. Clergymen use it for its
tM2
as
a
carnal weapon.
purity
communion wine, while the most fash- PAPER-HANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING, WHITE
ionable families drink it as as a dinner wine.
[N.
WASHING, ENAMELING AND VARNISHING.
Vallandighain’s paper has a double-leaded York Tribune.
Painting and Papering Front Entries, Parlors and Sitleader in favor of opening the Democratic ranks
Some of our druggists
it.
keep
ting Rooms made a specialty.
to recults and
nominating Gen. Tom Ewing,
CUFFS AT
the best
GRAINING WITH
Decidedly
that
has
ever been
MACHINE," IN OIL.
remedy
-CUT ATfor
Governor
of
Ohio.
Jr.,
discovered for Rheumatism, Swollen or stiff Joints,
All work done in the best manner. Orders left on
H. L. LORD’S.
The letter of our Nebraska correspondent : Flesh Wounds, Sprains, Bruises, Cuts, and Bums, Slate promptly attended to.
! is Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.
We use it. and
Shop in next building north of New England House
will appear next week.
it
recommend
to
always
our friends.
HIGH ST.. BELFAST, ME
CmspIJ
Vo. lO HUrIi St.
The Feather

your money by buying your

INFORMS

present
road, at a much lower grade, and with frequent curves,
travellers
it
must
be
for
with
that
highly dangerous
spirited horses. The sudden rush of a train under full
headway, in fact, will frighten almost any horse, and on
a road located like this, on the face of a hill, the occurrence ot accidents would be every day affairs.
way.

save

TEA,

MARKET!

1

road to intersect Waldo

the house ot Wm. O. Cunningham, to

Reflect!!
And

BILL! lump,IS AND A SPLENDID COJPAM.

employed persons to procure evi-

Nickerson Bridge and the Point,
closed, by order of the County Commissioners.

proposed

Ponder! !

THURSDAY, April

The road between the
has been

MINSTRELS!

PEIRCE'S HALL,

dence against them, to be used n prosecutions. In retaliation they have commenced suit' for the recovery of
all the money paid fur liquors in times past, amounting
to several thousand dollars, and attached property. The
lawyers say the claim is good under th Maine law, and
can be enforced,
bo it is diamond cut diamond.

What Railroads Do
An enthusiastic correspondent writes the Dover Observer that
“the railroad Is doing wonders for Dexter,
some forty dwellings being put up last year;
as many more will
The Newgo up this year.
port o, Dexter Railroad is payiug well. It pavs
the stockholders, it pays the Maine Central,
and it pays Dexter. Unparalleled in the history of railroads stands this fact, that the road
paid its running expenses the iirst mouth : push
it up country, gentlemen."

Read!

feon

of

use are

the wholesale dealer

Among recent patents is one to F. 13. Duutou, Centre Lincolnville, for mast hoop.

and

almost

MORRIS BROTHERS’

The

vengeance. Instances
just now transpiring in our city, and
are causing a good deal of local amusement.
A couple of citizens who have in times past dealt a little in the ardent, bought most of their stocks of a Bos
ton dealer, who is now resident here. A dispute about
the account led to a quarrel. The local sellers allege that

speculation, or

of the latter

particular.

If the Democratic party does honor to its
past record, it will uomininate a man who has
never

to be used

come

PEABODT MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

Loss ot Appetite, Jaundice, Headache, Sour Stomach,
Piles ot long standing, Humor- and all diseases which
arise from an unhealthy state ot the Stomach, Bowels
and Blood. For which valuable Hoots and Herbs, and
the knowledge ot their great service to suffering human
lty, man canuot feel too thankful to Him win* provided
us with all things.

To all Persons both Sick ancl Well l
If a LONG LI I F of HEALTH and H APPINESS is
desired, let these Bitters be taken, particularly in the
Spring and Warm Seasons of the year, and especially by

the following Classes of people The MECHANIC who
from his constant in-door labors, not having sufficient
to the bracing and ret; 'shing air out of doors be
comes weakened at the stomach, nervous, paie and -ick
Iv; his loot! not relishing nor properly digesting. IE
should take these Bitters, and freely, too, in order to g*.;
his system up, right and strong, :.iul in prime condition
to go through the warm weather in good shape, with hiconstant daily libors. The exhilarating and clean-in;.,
power ot the Dock Root, Dandelion, Poplar ami Pra kly
m
Ash Bark is what will bring him up. uni m
physically speaking, once more man. The Mil E«»PERATIYE will find this nu-i.Kim- the ver' tlun. m
.!
•?-■
cleanse tlie blood and strengthen the .-v-ten’i
The P A1. E and onee BE.Vl
mild and pleasant to take.
L'lFEE LADY has but to take this eomnound freeh .md
she will be speedilv restored to health, beaut i, md )o,
ancy. The HONES ! FARMER—the CEE KG Y M AN
and LAWYER, and MEN OF SEDENTARY HABIT.s
—this is your medicine. After once using it, you will
H will improve yen twentynever be without it.
five per cent. The MARINER will find it the best ini .1
icine in the world for his use. It makes him, while at
sea, hearty and rugged, and capable of great endurance
and exposure; and when on shore, it renovates his blood
and restores and repairs his system.
The largest bottle, the lowest price, and the most 11
fectual remedy in the world.
Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts Charitable
Mechanic’s Association.
Caution Extha. Owing to the great popularity ami
sale of these Bitters, worthless imitations may come up
in the market, but as you value your lile and health, be
sure and get the genuine Dr. Clarke’s
Sherry Wine
Bitters. See that the portrait ot Dr. Clarke ami my fa
simile signature are upon the label of each bottle. No
L. M. ROBBINS.
other Is genuine.
access

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April, in
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
C. BROWN, Administratrix of the estate ot
Benjamin Brown, late of Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented her first account ot
administration on said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy o this order to
be published three weeks successively iii the Republic n
Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and loi said
County, on the second Tuesday ot .May next, at ten of
the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they have,
why the same should not be allowed.
ASA UiUKLOUGH, Judge.
41
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

At

PUEBE

n Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April, in
yearot our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
F. HAHN, named Executor in a certain instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament of John M. Hahn, late of Lincolnville, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will

At

the

AUGUSTINE

for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Augustine give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
in the Republican
three weeks
ournal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
County, on the second Tuesday ot May next, at ten of
the clock before wool, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved and al-

successively

Sublished
lowed.

Atruecopy.

ASA
Attest—B. P.

THURLOUGH, Judge.
11

Field, Register,

hereby gives public
that he has been duly appointed and taken
THEcerned,
de bonis
himself the trust of
notice

subscriber

upon
the estate of James A.

on

to

all

con-

Administrator,
non,
Russ, late ot Belfast, in the

bond as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted
to said deceased’s estate to make immediate pu> meat, and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the
same for settlement to him.
WM. G. CROSBY.
3w41

County of Waldo, deceased, by giving

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned, that he has been duly appointed and taken
hitnscll
the trust of Administrator ot the estate of
upon
Kben F. Smith, late of Lincolnvill, in the County of
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said
deceased’s estate to make Immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
settlement to him.
3w41
JOSEPH MILLER.

THE

THE

THi:

EYE.

EYE.

DR. E. KNIGHT,
PHTUCUX

AAI»

OrCDUDT.

discovered a new treatment for the Eye and Ear.
whereby he is curing some ol the worst cases of
blindness and deafness ever Known, without instruments
or pain.
Eyes blind for years, and pronounced incurable by the best occulists in this country, have been cured
in a few weeks.

HAS

CANCERS! CANCERS!!
Dr. Knight has discovered n new treatment for Canthat surpasses all others now in use. it cures withknife, plaster or pain, and heals without a scar.
Fistula, White Swellings, Erysipelas, Daisy and Fits
cured in halt the time and half the expense ot any other
treatment.
CONSUMPTION easily cured when taken in season.
Every kind of humors eradicated from the system.
Dr. Knight invites all afflicted with the above named
diseases to cad and consult hint before resorting to any
other treatment. Fifteen days will satisfy any one of the
efficiency ot his new medicine. No charge for consulta-

j

Weakness and Loss ot

A Case of Asthma Cured, of nine years’ standing.
Dr. E. U. Clarice—Dear Sir:—I feel it a pleasure to

be favored with an opportunity to tender my thanks to
you for the great cure 1 have received Irom your Sherry
trine Hitters of the most horrible of all diseases, the
Asthma. When 1 first commenced using them in the
month of July, 1858, 1 had been afflicted with the Asthma
nine years, and had tried during that time all the various
remedies recommended by my neighbors, friends and
told me
physicians, to no avail, and my family physician
I never should get cured of ihe complaint, and that 1
would dieot consumption. Each year I grew worse, and
this season I was afflicted the worst 1 ever had been, and
was despairing ol ever being better, but fortunately i
1 forthwith
was recommended to use your medicine.
of yonr Sherry Wine Hitters and
bought three bottles
commenced using them. Before 1 ha used one bottle 1
was very much better; a second continued to improve,
my health, and a third bottle cured inc entirely not only
of the Asthma, but they restored my general health. I
still remain well, and am willing, and loci happy to festi
fy to the world the great benefit 1 have received, hoping
that some one else similarly atllicted may be cured by tin
same

medicine.

respectfully,
Sharon, Mass., Dec. ltf,

1808.

L. M. ROBBINS,

Chemist

Druggist,

ROCKiAAl), MAI»K.

out

3mos41

NANCY JENNINGS.

Yours

cers

tion,
Office, 'll East Canton street, Boston.

Appetite Cured.

Melrose, Mass., July 10, l>r»r*.
Dr. E. K. Clarke—Dear Sir : —I have used several L< ttles of your Sherry trine Hitters for Weakness, Loss ot
Appetite and an unhealthy state of the stomach, and i
consider them the best Hitters now before the public.
They add new life and vigor to the system, and most
cordially recommend them to all that are troubled with
poor appetite, and a dull, sinking toi ling which we are ali
subject to in warm weather.
I remain yours most respectfully,
J. W. ADAMS, Essex st., Mel rose, Mass.

Proprietor of Dr. E. R. Clarke’s Sherry Wine Bitters,
.'lass. Sold by rey manufactured in Sharon,
spectable dealers everywhere in city and country.
former

ASK FOR DR. CLARKE’S SHERRI WINE RITTERS,
And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
is upon the label of each bottle. No other Is genuine.
They arc purely vegetable and will not intoxicate. 3‘Jtt

_1

pottrj}.

year ago, sent to prison 12 months, and pardoned by Gov. Fenton. She has ouoe since ;
been tried on a criminal charge.

BOIL IT DOWI
\\ hatever

to say, my
Whether witty, or grave, or
viidensc as much as ever you
tou

have

friend.

pay,
can,
And say it in the readiest wa>
•Mid whatever jrou writeol rural affairs,
particular things in town,
:
.kc u word of friendly advice—
Boil it dow n.

<

TIIE EXHBESs -~WESDI.I

Of the Express swindle there are many
varieties.
Sometimes a well dressed man
calls at the house c-f a citizen during bis absence and pretends to be the bearer of an
a uraft for S1-express packatre contamnig
ijOO. on which there are charges amounting
He opens the package
to jhi..sO or 87.09.
and shows to the unsuspecting lady of the
mansion as honest a looking draft as one
would wish to :-ee. collects the expressage
and disappears.
The draft, strange to say.
is a bogus one. There are many modification of this trick, but ns they are all practiced in the cities, and as city people always
read the papers in which the operations are
exposed, we hear blit seldom of their suc-

over a page
A you go
Won a couple of lines will do,
butter is spread «o much you sre,
:i:• t the bread look.- plainly through.
So when you hu\ e a story to tell,
And would like a little renown,
w make quite sure of your w ish, my friend,
Boil it down.

spluttering

P

writing

article for the press.
Whether prose or verse, just try
i
utter your thoughts in the fewest words
Mid iei them be
and drv.
And when it is finished, and you suppose
It b done exactly brown,
Jr.-t >ok it over again, and then
Boil it down.
‘A

.< i,

tin

crisp

: editors do not
At- article lazily
..

like

long

to

print

general reader doe-

toriovis Sophia Myer.
This woman, ii will'
be remembered, was prosecuted by the
Workingwomen’s Protective Union about a

not care

or h couple of yards of song.
c: ther your wits in the smallest space
u win the author’s crown,
1:
erv time von write my friend.

>

IJdn

|dxbjertiscmcnfs.

$.'IOOO Salary. Address U.
let lor 25c.
NEBRASKA,

S. Piano

Address Choi*s\ &

TOOTH ACHE AND AGUE CURE

Co., N. V.

&c.

mis. SPENCE)’£

POSITIVE

WAITED for the only steel engraving of <K*n. (irant and his family, published
with their approval. Size 15x11). Address GOODSFEED
&. CO., 3? Park Row, New York.
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years ago mv little daughter came into my office
suffering intensely with the Tooth ache, and irn
plored relief. Creosote and Oil Gloves, the usual remedies, were suggested to my mind, but these 1 judged

rpEN
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were

AGENTS

too

harsh and imsulefor her tender

years* fortu-
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PRIVATE MEDI-'AL UFI'T I

Oct. :>th, lstis.
Dear Sir
Wherever J hr ar ot :i hard
en-o of disease, I go and leave the JPOfcETI VIS A 1\IB»
■%' 8i«« ATI VE POM'IIKRK. and urge them to Irv
Gi.-ii!
I did this with Kit iiai:i>Estes, our neighbor,
mail :
years* old, who has had the „4*>thma rising -iO
i's
lie a:so had the Catarrh. and : he X < oi alyia.
and was badly Ideated acroxs tl»** boweli. II*
commenced using the Powders on the IOth ot this month
and on the l.‘>th he declared himself perfectly free from
Asthma, and all the above mentioned ills. His wife told
me sin lid not think he could live
through the coming
winter; but she says he now eats and works as will a.»
ever he could, and
sleeps like a kitten. A hard*
(>a5,‘ ci A-ihma is seldom
known, as all who know him
will test Sty.
Yours truly
Mrs. Mary
Ji.nks,

Cider, Wine,

on &OR & EEC -Tl
In ten hours, without using acids or drugs. For terms
and other information, address
SAGE VINEGAR WORKS, Cromwell, Co nn
--

ope 6r

SINGLE cii ii.'.UK

BIS.

BLOATED BOWELS.
*’:

SEXES,

BOTH

CATARRH, NEURALGIA,

JIOLAMftE*

WANTED

DIX,

DELICATE DiSuIiDLi;.- :
Mercurial Affection.- Erupt i r.s
1
t-kin ; Ulcers of the Nose, 1 hr*.a! ::
i’.n.pn
the Face; Swelling ofthcJ-:n'
tional and other Weaknesses in y11::]
h• m. :
vanned, at all ages, ol.

ASTHMA,

Published at No. 4 Scollay’s Building, Boston* contains
mutters (-f interest to the Owners, Purchasers, and Sellers of e\ (Tv description of Real Estate throughout the
country. Issued semi-monthly, on the 1st and 15th ol
every month, at $1 per annum. Send 5c. for specimen
copy.

cess.

Incident to Marrii d and Sine!

S3 OWDSRS.

N. E. Real Estate Journal.
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Vinegar

NEGATIVE

AND
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sit any
it failing to cur< in
ta»)V /'
with
other physician, more off* -.* hy i. i p- rn. vm
less restraint from oceupr:!--n or i s
nil
•.p
medicines.
weather, with safe and pie;:
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SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITAR ) D
Their effects and consequentSPECIAL AILMENTS AND I IT AI ION.'
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MURE GREAT CURES
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Bain, Lincoln, Neb"
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selves, to impose upon patient*. D.at IlTHE fiXLY
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engaged in treatmentknown to many Citi/ n
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Disea--a fact
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well
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Hotel
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Tti“m

K'/val

Xu JUtti-rs to
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Fi.N VE ».us

S|M‘t*r's Standard IVinr

|

nately a botth' of this mixture which I had prepared esricuiariy to
TO SELL THE
A 9IEBI CAY
KXITTOG pecially for Neuralgia, Nervous Headache, &c.. was at
nm u AT' h -ttiM'i.i:.
I saturated a piece of cotton and inserted in the
ERYSIPELAS.
STRANGERS AND IRAN ELLERS.
hand,
MACHINE, Price $25. The simplest, cheapest and
Boil it down.
MADE OF
lluv, many industrious rascals there may- best Knitting Machine ever invented. Will knit 20,000 aching tooth, and to my utter astonishment, in
To avoid and oscup impo-hion
foreign and i..
Uf\F. EirRIh *\H nOOTA ?
Manchester,
d/loss.,
w,i>.
stitches per minute. Liberal inducements to Agents.
/ehiiift,
n
in
*h.
i g
more nvm'rons it- Bo*d--u
quacks,
l i;ui. jjrKNCE—Dear Sir A year ago last June 1 hud
be engaged in the Match business in New Address AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE CO..
cities.
LESS THAN FIVE MINUTES,
•»« elliny just above my ankle, and
: WINE, so much ill use by jphj?
every one that saw
..A
Swindling in New York.
.>1*1- t 1I> *
DK. DIX
Cir- Boston, Mass., or ,St. Louis, Mo.
York it M'ould be hard to enumerate.
i; -'aid it was JFrv*ip«*l«t*. In a fortnight it became a
1
cion*. ]>•!! on
the pain was entirely removed. .Since then I have prers an
re pec; a Ido i
refers io Drof.
proudly
I rom the In', Y. Tribune.
and
sore,
from
time
that
lor
fifteen
months
i
was
hurdle
of
Tribune
culars
all kinds are sent to the
.IX I. AHA,
scribed
it in quite a thousand cases, and in no instance—
of whom consult him i: critic.;] «:*:•
~i ol i Hi: Hi
many
ASK
Doctor
or
able to go about the house. As I take the Hanner o/'!
your
lhugght for
t .Vo VII. r FI O H / H
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Spasms
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;he Northern, Eastern and Western States
When a gift enterprise adventurer
alone.
(tesires to sow his circulars broadcast over
laud. 1 e makes an arrangement with
li-t-holder, and at a given price copies
many names as he may wish to use. and
mat v days the owners of these names
]:;■( [ I,
-: lvc« in a state of bewilderment
attempting to discover by what means
l.ev arc known by the single-hearted capi; the great metropolis.
A large
talistpro[ •rtion of them feel flattered at the atat. 'it paid them, and fall incontinently in;
the net of the snarer.
One of the most successful in the busiof gulling the innocents of the rural
ue
>iistricts was the notorious Kelley, whose
profits are supposed to have reached the
He was arcr rmous sum of $.jo0,000.
rested two or three times here and in Chion charges preferred by a few- of his
anvi rims, but was never punished.
Clark
iv Webster, a bogus firm, supposed to be
Kelly under a double name, were also engaged extensively in the gift business, and
after making a fortune, having never been
puni-hed beyond the infliction of a nominal
line, arc now. doubtless, plying their vocation under a new title. The [dan pursued
i'V these scamps and others who imitated
them has been so often exposed in these columns that it is not considered necessary to
.-ay any more about it except that their victims invariably gave their good and lawful
’.irermv for nothing.

Yours, respectfully,

—aaggaae^a.

rascals calling themselves li.l. B.
Hamilton Ce Co.,” have mailed to all parts
(it
the country thousands of circulars in
A

P: of

they promise to send “12 yards of
poplin, like sample enclosed,” or It) yards
of muslin for the same price, or a piece oi
yards for S4..10. They have taken adjutage of the state of the market, they
?ay. and are thereby enabled to purchase
large q 'Unities of goods at far less than
tvii'de-aie prices.
They send single pattern- by mail, paying postage.
&c., dec.
which

!

Those, desirous of having
; would do well to call.

till

.-IVVING-MAC MINE

SVVIMDI.E.

One of the crudest swindles ever practised in this country is that of the “Family
Sewing Machine Company,” whose priucij,lc office is said to be at No. 102 Nassau
New York.
These heartless villains,
a hundred times meauerthan he who
“plundered impoverished Africans of their very
girdles,” the only garments which the dusky Elhiops are supposed to have woru in
very old times—publish a circular which is
never seen within a hundred miles of New
York, except in their own den, but are mailed to country towns far away from the city.
In thi- it is set forth that they make and
11 the most wonderful sewing machine in
the market for the low price of five dollars : that it can hem, run up, tuck, shirr,
gatbei, and perform all those other operation. without which the seamstress could
never make so much as a cutty sark ; that
in addition, it sews with a straight needle,
makes the bund stitch, never gets out of order. is warranted for a lifetime, and is delivered without risk or failute to each purHundreds of poor girls in all parts
chaser.
of the country have been shamefully robbed by the issuers of this circular, aud it
is to be hoped that, if it be not an absolute
impossibility to bring any of the myriad of
swindlers of' the country to justice, these
fellows may ere long be made to suffer for
their unpardonable villainy.
Should the
vigilance committee ever start out fairly
on ;t tour of lustration through the infected
districts of Manhattan, it would be well for
them to call first at No. 102 Nassau st., or
wherever else the “Family Sewing Machine
Company” may be fouud, and swing the
members of that organization by the heels
to the highest trees in the City Hall Park.
Another of these swindlers is the Franklin Sewing Machine Company, whose office
The circular of
is at No. 7i7 Broadway.
this concern is lithographed, and the copy
iu our possesion signed by Thomas Myer,
who, we believe, is the husband of the no-

good
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aTY &II£A Y£M.-This work abound® in thrilling
sketches, moral tales, strange occurrences, gems ol
thought, strains of eloquence, stirring incidents, rich
repartees and choicest specimens of the purest literature.
Pleases ail, offends none. Price very low’ Address ZKIwLLR, McCUKDY cf Co. Philadelphia, Pa.
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SA1.ESKOOM,

Street, Boston. Mass,
lo

COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
MACHINE. This machine will nltch,
hem, iell, tuck,
quilt, cord, braid anil embroider in a most superior manPrice only *18. Fully warranted for live
ner.
years
We will pay $H>oo lor any machine that will sew a
strong

er, more beautiiul, or more elastic seam than ours
It
Elastic Lock Stitch.”
makes the
Every second stitch
can be cu- and still the cloth cannot be pulled
withapart
We pay Agents from *7 5 to
out tearing it.
*200 per
month and expense®, ora commission from which twice
that amount can be made. Address 8ECOM B & CO.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Boston, Mass, or 8t. Louis
Caution.—Do not be imposed upon by other parties
palming off worthless cast-iron machine®, under the same
name or otherwise. Ours is the only genuine and real
Impractical cheap machine manufactured.
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by mail, post-paid, $1. 4 lbs.
EARLY ROSE, sent by mail, post
I C>
I
paid, $3 00. Best Spring Wheat in
the world; the earliest and most pro
I
v**Oats
ductiveCorn; wonderful
—white and black—weighi ng 45 pounds
to the bushel; Spring Barley; Grass
Seeds: Fowls; Eggs; Hogs; the
great
Feed Cutter. Send tor the EXPERIMENTAL FARM
JOURNAL—most valuable Magazine issued in this country only $1.50 per year. Subscribe il you want to make
your Farm pay. Address
GF.O. A. DEITZ, Chamuersbi ug. Pa.
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RAY to agents selling Silver’s Patent
4)* w Elastic Brooms. Horace Greety savs : I predict it® success.” CLEGG A CO., 38 CorUandt st., N. Y.
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Notice.

CARRIAGE MANUFACTURERS
oat fv'DnnM'J $ I4 to 22 Sudbury Street,
(155 Tremont Stroet,

BOSTON.
2iu::4

OR TAKEN from the subscriber, a town order,
sum of three hundred dolhir?. drawn about
October, 1303, in favor ol Samuel D. Levnsu.1
er, for commutation, he having been drafted and this oi
der was drawn according to the vote of tin* town, us a
commutation to the said Samuel D. LevonsHer. This
notice being given as the law directs, to forbid all pcsons from buying or selling it, as the payment of it ti
been -topped except to me the subscriber.
II. 1 i:\l- N-ALF.R.
iiw*ll
LmcolnviUe, April 13,1860.
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Kxprom Train Iron,
Bo.-to 11. Leaving Belfast on
Monday, Wednesday amt
I rid y mornings at <• o
;.. -k
i' sei.gers will be ticketed through to Boston and a!
intermediate stations, arriving ’.he same evening.
M ndav \\\dn.s
Hemming will leave Portland e\.
iayj.n-i 1 riday evening, at k- o'dok.
n":‘ hlP hmond is one of tin strongest and safest boats
hi.u:. d remarks be- speed
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.,1a. assured that
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PORTLAND & MACHIAS LINE.
To Females in Delicate Health.

V
i
I>OW, Physician and >urg<
ST.. Bom<,.\, ;.*■ cunsulted ij.alv {cl' a : I Boasto the female *-\>t--in.
Pr •!•*.* 1
on. an-:
Falling of the Womb, Fluor A.bus. Mi.
n»•
other menstrual derangements, an a1!
i ga
pathological principle.-, and ?pe«-d> r*
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n
>u
So
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::.i
very lew days.
invaria:.!}
of treatment, that most obstinate e-mi-po
b
;
it
n
and
atilicted
ion
the
person
rejoices
it,
r; tbt
,\;
Dr. Don has no doubt had greater
-i \v\iun-n than
cure of disease?
>
Boston.
Boarding accomuioduth ns fur patn n* ub
tr
:m* m
to stay in Boston a few da\s under
-r.b
v.:
Dr. Dow, since lMf>,having con tin*.
..-*
!
ticn to an office practice lor tin ear. •• i’l
le
and Female Complain: ackrn-v.
lgUnited States.
N. B.—All letters must con! a!:.
not be answered.
Office hours from S a. >i. to f f.
f Boston, July 25, inw.
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*ilent but

lit*.
lt'eakneNies and derangements.
Cramps. ST. VITUS’DANCE, spasms; all high grades
of FEVER, Small Pox, Measles, Scarlatina, Erysipelas;
all inflammation*, acute or chronic, of the Kidneys. River, Rungs, Womb, Bladder, or any ortier organ of the body; Catarrh. Consumption, BronMcrofula. Nervousness,
chitift. Coughs, Colds;
I
SLEEPLESSNESS, &c.
The XECiATIVE cure Paralysis, or Palsy,'
whether of the muscles or of the senses, as in Olimtne*-w. DEAFNESS, loss of taste, smell, fe.ling or motion : all Row Fevers, such as the Tyhoifll and the Typltii* extreme nervous or muscular Prostration ur
Relaxation.
Both the POfiiTIV E 4X0 NEkATlYE are
needed in CHILLS and FEVER.
PHYSICIANS are delighted with them. AGENTS
;;iid DRUGGISTS find ready sale for them. Printed
terms to Agents, Druggists and Physicians, sent tree.
i S OF DISEASES and DIRECTIONS
FULLER I
accompany each Box, and also sent free to any address.
Send a BRIEF description of your disease, ii you prefer
SPECIAL WRITTEN DIRECTIONS.
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The magic control ol the JPoaitive anil Negative Ponders over diseases of all kinds, is w onilcrful beyond all precedent. They do no violence to the system, causing no purging, no nan
seutin;*- no vomiting*, no narcotizing. TS EX.
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S. A HOWES & CO.
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Kidney Conplaint.

EWIS’MEDICATED J Nil ALAN T for Phthisic, i*

itf

1.KM-)

....

.1. P. Mist, of Ridgwood, Long Island, undor dub.*
Jan. '■ '■tit, !MtV.*, reports substantially as loilows spent
Miatt-.-red
several years in the army. Returned w ill;
Disease
constitution, and among other complaints
of tin* kidneys. Nothing in the shape ol medicine
releived him.
Bought six boxes of 1*0*1 TINE
1*0NVI1ER* took them according to direct -ns, and
Also a ladv friend of Mr. Mist’s has a little
was cured.
bov, now three months old. which for several days after
its birth gave unmistakable signs ol Diseased KillThe l*o«iti\ <* Ponders
iievs. probably Inherited.
were administered.
They gave it relief, and it has m ver
been troubled since.

i HIT3 IIS'IC !

and highest price paid by

|T,1>1!

•*

relief and probable
T-J thetheonly certainInhaled
with the
fered

and sold

nssmiH i;y !

it- \

into OIK* or OtIr•: it
!-;:rfu-v or atma a; tin*
u ay in- >u M- n

Stour, ft.. Dec hi. 1SC*6.
lor which
i’h. m’L.noi:—Enclosed please lind
A,
HCi.d two boxes E»4**ITI% E l*OWI*Eli*.
hate used them in our family until we know they are a!!
they are recommended to be, having proved a pcrieet
success In Fever anil Ague, ( oujhi anti € old*
I9> *ei»terv and other diseases. Direct to
.1 OHJi A. >TAf !:•!.

14 V

GOLD, SILVER.
Coin. Drafts and Bonds,

on

Ague.
Dysentery,
Coughs and Colds.

Mississippi

cur ever ofbreath, it go*.- dipublic.
the Lungs and relaxes the contracted nerve or
muscles which encirole the tor tubes, and tin* patient
breathes free, easy and natural. Phthisic, is brought on
by eo many different causes that it is impossible to adjust
anyone remedyas a cure for all persons thus afflicted.
But my Inhalant never fads to im m diatelv relieve all
cases ol Phthisic irom whatever cause it may have been
brought on ; it is ahvavs safe and always reliable.
Price 75 cents. By mall $100. Sold at wholesale and
retail by 8. A. Howes & Co., Belfast, Me.
Order?- from dealers in medicine, respectfully solicited.
C. LEWIS, Proprietor.
Belfast Me.
Htf

r-nmfu.iy .lii'.mtirg.t

tenant of tin* organ;
i ai'. lie- If!, at;
"•ith«-ut exeiiinsr
it seemsto krone

Fever and

THIRTY YEARS TO R EX.:
PRINCIPAL AMI 1NTKRF.ST 1’AVABU: I\ lifill
5

Deafness.

111.. lie \
1m*.
Du. Si'KNCK—Dear Sir 1 received a letter from > •.i
almost a vear ago. unking me to give an account ol no
1*0*1 T1 V E AX E> XEG A
cures made bv~ tin
Out
TIN E PdVi »ER» under my directions.
was a case of Nlilk leg of sixteen year*’ standing, oi.
of Rheiiuiittinn one of Falling KirLue**
Fits of sixteen years’ standing, and a number of casThe Powders have a,- > helped r
"I Dysentery.
Deafness, arid cured the Xtimln»e*«» in my legi.
Powell II \i
name.
You cun use my

Railroad Co.
Seven per Out. Bonds.
FREE OF

were

he ini-inner! of
'1 u k'l.'-

Yorkville,

i prompt attention
Prices oi Work.
Beds, called for and delivered, $g.<m. ij vou p
your
own trucking, $ 1 .ho: Bolsters Tie; pillows Lv.
The machine it in op ration daily in the Lung worth v
building, oppositt Court House.
41®” Satisfaction given on trial -r money refunded.
BE \ \ & CO
Belfast, March U4, 861
Prop’rs.

Superior

ihi.*\

Milk-Leg,
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WM.P. SARGENT & CO.

1,1809.
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RENOVATOR !
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of all the different styles.

Match
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City,

Keail tlie following C ertificate* froan f»«*n*
ilemeii for hhomi W ork Bias keen rtone in
Belfast.
1
N d-UAliU
A Ni;>\ A XI
IMPROVF.MEXT,
We the
undersigned, having had Feathers renovated by Mi:.
PEAS LEYS NEW PROCESS, would cheerful v recommend it as thf best method tor the purpose designed.
1 are
willing to testily that the improvement made is much
greater than wo uld bv expected. The f eathers are reI lieved from their matted condition, cleansed from ail imI purities, anu render* *d much lighter, more elastic, and
more wholesoxm
Rky. Mi:. BAIi-EY, Rr.\
Mi:. FRENCH, Ri.\. Mu
THOMAS, Di:a. MNOSLl'KY Lx Mayor PITCHER,
l>- FIELD, II. CHASE, Du. W.
U
H FORBES,
LAI !. L. H. WORDING
O. POOR & SON
W H
H*'EM IS. V p. House.
I SIMPSON, Mi
A Specimen of w >rk may be seen at
j>. Dean's store,
•No. G High street, whet*- .11 order? In: wib rcc-ive

Bought

VELOCIPEDES

uMiDuriUUflllO]

.'•«
1

'•

i1

-.

to

INVITE the
large and

i!'*i i.»

1

known lor the purpose. Tbi- process is No i’ IN’.J t'RI
OCS to FEATHERS 1 Fur it i> done entirely h\ steam
and it prove? to be exactly what all condition- and qualities ol Feathers, from an entirely new to the old and much
worn, need to render them as perfect as age, quality or
condition wiil admit of their being made. P»v this process all animal matter, and ALL MoTI!> AN1) WORMS
ARE DESTROY EDaud removed, t he Feather? cleansed,
the fibres relieved from their ma'ted position. and giving
to a bed an astonishing increase of bulk, often more than
UN'E-H ALF also removing ali diaagiueab.c scent, which
is. so common to new Feathers, and relieving them from
..11 liability to Moths or Worms by the removal oi all
gummy and glutinous matter from the quill. When Feat hers smell, worms make their appearance, they form in
the end of the quill, and come out and live upon the
fibres of the Feathers until they are entirely destroyed.

rectly

our

flo«ton

MitH

advice

WHOA!

'•

Clears the Feather? of all impurities, and make- them a?
mine men and
buoyant and elastic a- when «• w.
Physician-, have decided that it i- the best plan yet math

Lake

A DECISION ol the Commissioner ol Internal
Revenue, just received, these bonds an not liable
to the internal revenue tux ol FIVE PER
CENT, like
railroad bonds, or bonds given by towns orciries in aid of
a railroad, or by way of a loan’d credit to a railroad
company.
This consideration gives Belfast City Bonds A GEF.A1
ADVANTAGE over the bonds ol towns and cities which
are subject to this tax, and makes them by tar the mtid
desirable investment in the market.
Nearly lift} thousand dollars of these bonds were sold
! before the decision of the Commissioner was received—
and investors will find it for their advantage to send in
immediately, as no assurance can be given that any thing
more than a limited amount will be disposed of at’former
T1MO. THORNDIKE,
; rates.
tf-10
City Treasurer.
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MR. J. S. PEASLEY'S
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*?“le aml "‘"m'e,
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C oil.Ill U ■ Patnir
(annot Ih> ru-.llrd.
Will CII!
],cr cent, more than
other, with less labor.
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Address,
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PH AFS ESS.

Spectacles and Eye-glasses
acknowleged to be
the most perfect

Our

? all di-<■ -e.j.ecu:
aP
both in this coul
;,]i other known pract:
ami effectual treatment of.

by

tin.; h-
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Tuesday and Wednesday, lay 4 and 5.1869.

NE.TII.YABY.

The

Saws!
Saws
Saws
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SURGEON DENTIST

py change.
A lady of Chronic* Iliptlieria. Two boxes ol
POblTI VEfr cured her, alter the Doctors had made
her worse with lodine_and such harsh things.
;
Fever.

FURNITURE!

V

(i

■

40

i\

a

thi;::i
.ini: 1.:

female complaint.-.
IK* '••
1 wit), the express
11 i
purpe
•d r* !:!"• ug a. ui-'-a--uch
d». hi tv, weakness, ut
l.aiur.d -iippu-sions, enlargement- of it.e womb, also
v i... u
lh.w truta a morbid smu d the bloc.
disciia.rg
The Doctor i- n w It.*.y prepared to m at In his
pecul
both
.-tyle,
medically ami surgically, all diseases of
feni,
-ex, an i tlies- are resj.pctfully invited to call ut

A little boy ot Scarlet
A woman ot Cholera Morbus. She wa- so bad
that her iii«- was despaired of. She was cured in a lew ; rates. (. >!d and Sih
Plate tak<
i hours.
I work warranted. Teeth > x; te t• ■.I -.vlt i■ t r.
:: •:• ir.•
A woman who had the Fe' <*r an«f Ague all spring
P. i .•»M15A!:IP
with
one box of POMTIV »
summer.
Cured
and
l f
H .v,
.-splendid Assortment of >*ip*-:-i»»r a a.
REFERENCES.
IV IF NEGATIVE POWI1ERM aftoj
«
"d
wish iia.i
eh
PARI,or mtNJ'I'bUE.
ever*, Wher remedy.
;..:o
I». l.TX «U.N. M. Ik
ltepps &c., I)ming Room urniture Goitugi
Tremens
IF
ino
man of Delirium
I!AS: 1 >. Deiili'T. i>r e-v. -. k
A. \
.Mi
\] 1
A
>
Kura tore. Extra Hair Mat:!•••--;
spring Beood Templar.
■'
: ch:tiiT. P.runswkk : A
!
I.NX 1A
Bedsteads, Chair.-' of all variotie® its fact
-cp •.. i.:e in
\ woman o*
!*pa»m* of tlie fMom.ich 1 r» :.i i'- l- treapli: K. H.
X X 1 k«. tl A A!
!
tin- way of Furniture.
The Spa>m- OWEN S'i, C. O’PltiKX 31. 0.. I n
v nivh -he had suffered for h e or six years.
It
VVe manufacture most of oi.! g..
and vinj.i •> the
vv. r-.- so b id that when she took one her friend- would
I best •»: vi •arkmen, which enables us t<. offer grv ,i in : ice
ver so. iug her ee me to again.
of
Ie-iiali
ments to all w ho want really good Furniture at k»w prices.
<
a
Jam.. M, Da
>.
Ali goods of our own manufactuse arc warrant-.
Ail
: sold to go into the country will be packed w:;.u care and
< all and see
t
W
: dispatch.
C.u>;:
ok
nod
Shi},
turning
soil ikrRiriF^(- Tiir blood.
j of all descriptions done to order. Work Shop at Bella"
I make tin following extract from a letter from F. \\
Foundre.
dated Jan. Z.id, DiD:
1
(tREKN, of Columbia. S. (
: b
A. B. MATHEWS.
C. D.* FIELD.
The r> ; matu-n this e\got half a dozen boxes of M r#. SPEA'CE’S POfvl*
<-.‘Ih-i:i medicine enjoys,
FIVE AVIF AEGAllIVE POIVDEllft ol
m dem ed from it> <—ve£
vou .about lour and a half months since, and 1 have not
e-i' which are trulv
missed curing in any instance w here I have used them
For Old 0! New Featherwhich
,he,?;
J -11.
1 took the HEGATITI! POWDERS which yoi
ea es i-t S~rnfulou? diS
me
with
fo
and
am
cured.
MATIED and INJURJOL s \o Hi.A, YD.
Drafnr##,
complimented
where the system
I am treating two cases of Neuralgia. One is cured
ree11jed Salinated’ with
M".. under date ot
Ol.ivKit i'r.iT'ARD, Kansas
have
■rnn-*i"n,
beeu
1 wo uu-i th- ago I get
o writes a* folic ws
/W. g /,
,'Unh- d and cured by it.
h
b'.-xe- of you: POSITIVE AA IF VEGA1EVE POAVDERM ’or Deafne## of three or
tli.-nf! ev>. u hieii ere :te
f.-ur months’ standing, and am liappv to state that ! .a.
d by the s ■*»*«■•:m
\«r
u:u• h r iieved: in fact. nea *!y a- wdi a-

Yernaont.—William assistance to
ever manufactured, and can always laA. Kinnk, M. A
Principal. Prof. Cii. F. Schuslkr, relied upon cissight
affording perfect ease and com fort while
Instructor in Instrumental Music. Instruction given in
and
preserving (he Eyes most thoroughly.
v ocal Music.
Drawing, Painting and gymnastics. Abie j strengthening
Assistants are employed in every department. The Spring Wo take occasion
to notify the Public that we
Session begins Monday. April Iv*, JvThe Fall Session
employ no pedlar.?, and to caution them
The buildings will
begins Monday, September 20,
be open lor summer boarders and for a class in Dr. Lewi.-'
against those pretending to have out
New Gymnastics, Monday, July lit. 1800.
Address 11. K.
goods for sale.
UOSFORD. West Brattleboro', Yt.

1

sold

1"

.r:

"'■

t*d bv five boxes of l*081TlVlE8i.
A Aid} ol Griieral l*ro»f ration ot the nervous
She had tried everything. One box oi V EG
ATI V Efc cured her. She is now in better health than
siu- has been lor five years, and is delighted at the hap-

.•mb.
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AND EVE GLASSES
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um

be
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Adventures of ispies and Scouts, with the Songs, BalladsAnecdotes and Humorous Incidents of the War.
It contains over 300 line Engravings and i> the spiciest
and cheapest war book published. Price only *2.50 per
copy. Send for circulars and see our terms, and full
description ol the work. Address NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia. Pa.

DAYA1

ami will

D-

v;

system/

just opened at J. G. TliuMP.O >N
low as the lowest,

Di::, N...

Address D>:. 1
i*. -ron dan. !

Winona, Minn., Sept. S.t)., Isos
Tliis is to certify that I have cured the following cast
and lmiTiv others too numerous t mention, with 72 It*.
SPEiitE’S PGMTIVE A V 19 ItfEGATIA E
POWDEEIS
A young lady ot **t. Vitmi* Dance, of nearF mx
>.■(■.irs" .-tending, and given up bv all other doctors. Cut

STO' K OF

Xo. 11, PH EX IX ROW
BELFAST,

LAZARUS A MORRIS

Comprising narratives of Person:;] Adventure. Thril*
ling Incidents, Daring Exploits, Heroic Deeds, Won'
derful Escapes. Lite in the Camp. Field and Hospital>

A.

Delirum Tremens.

*m-

FIELD & MATHEWS

PERFECTED SPECTACLES

And hoit they Lived, } ought and Dud for t'u• l nu
with Scenes arid incidents in the Great liebcUk n.

CHARLES

<

4i*tf

FURNITURE!

BLUE-COATS

THE HOLLAR

of

Lmilara and owr.
President.
FAFN'i••

March 2k, I S01‘.

A(»EYTM HAYTL'D FOR Till:

^ LEAWOOD
LADIES’
(
VJ W e*i llr;ttrU*l»oro.

urmerly Ban*

Quimby, Tree -.
Feb. If*, ISO*.
A SPLENDID

SPECIAL NOTICE!

To the Wokkin<
class;—1 am now prepared to
furnish all classes with constant employment at their
homes the whole of the time, or for the spare moments.
Business new, light and profitable. Fifty cents to
per evening, is easily earned by persons ol either sex.
and the boys and girls earn nearly as much as men. Great
inducements arc ottered those who will devote their whok
time to the business; and, that every person who sees
this notice may send me their address and test the business themselves, I make the following unparalleled oiler
To all who are not well satisfied with the business, 1 will
send Site, pay for the trouble of writing me. Full par
ticuiars, directions, &c., sent free. Sample sent by mail
for lOcts. Address E. <
Allen. August: Me.

i

<b

on u*

ASA
John H.
Belfast.

Pulpit Harbor. North Haven,

cheapest, neatest, and most readable of New York
journals. Everybody likes it. Three editions. Daily,
Skmi-Weekly.and Weekly, at $0 $2 and $1 a year.
Full reports ol markets, agriculture, and Farmers’and
fruit Growers' Clubs, and a complete story iu
every
Weekly and Semi-W oekly number. A valuable present
to
reduction
every subscriber. Send 1 or specimen, with premi-

but of course cannot make any
These thieves unhung
from their prices.
do not tell where they do business, but direct their patrons to address all communications to “Williarasburgh, N. Y.”

SUBSCRIBER HAS OX HAND 200 BBLs. >
PORGIE BAIT -late caught and in good order.
|

rplHV of

fUto Jbucrtisnnmls.

Room.
Interest allowed

mt-rce

FOR SALE.

-mttetitasmMkeeaaBax^zssaaaBsmBKma^BaaaammaBmm

..

THE BARGAIN SWINDLER.

Banking Room. No. Is Main St.

j

Hai.i.iat. Moon & Co.

HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE,
SIGN

Cc

OH \ A Mi

i n t

JP

N’iAL

ou

Wa.liioglan

«ti

Belfatl. >Ie
s. it. (in 1.1

JB

TON,

■

Boston and Penobscot River
M i. U< ’HANTS'

HINT:.

!75V-S^1

'J !..• Sti-amshlr WH.T1HBETT1
v
lt*uvt- K \\m Wharf, Boston, lor Ban‘twSHCSKJSPk a '■ even Ilmrsdav at 1:j \T., touching at
F.oil'iHi, s. ntly Foint, iiucksport and \Vinterport. Rt
ming will leave W h-.rerport everv M ndny, at 1 2 A
M.. touching at the abov porta. Freight takeu fit rea
iiubh ra’Mi.
M. ft. I I W l<« A 4 O
Agents
H am Mrei t
> o
BUf
Oct.
26.
Bellast,

*iL_j

FISHING SCHOONER
I-'«»11 SALK low. The Schooner Sen
■..'•ton* •' M. in good order, welt
in Suits, Cable and Fishing Geat
A;ij,!\ to K. 11. IIARDNKR.
it
Hucksport, 1*1 e

f'-nn

For Sale.
iu u

ill.
ONI
Ai.blv
kind.

u.il.!. cow,
a

run

m.

.1

i. Mil I
l.l I.CIS1. «
I'OUTI.AMi
M.-rch .Mil. 1
I Kli.'A’l
IKK Ivl.ANO, CAMMLN
\v ! ! > t.
i‘l 1.1 Atoe usual
Landings as iru Hr
111 llT.MNii
MA‘ HI VS
Will roach BKLFAST ou
"i
A
a->•! FOR PLAN 1 > the name night.
H 1.*
V
‘art*
I». \< FINK HAM,
apply t
B» \.fAHl
1

e r*„

"I
11.1‘i.v.
(JKAIMNi..
I'ATER
IlANtilMi iM-i-iited in tin' nciiliM Mile, Mill'.'I )
f’ABlNS Graiin ■! mnii-li-..-d n tl„- m.,«t
Modern und Best Style. BI.INLts raided at a knvei
price than can be done at 111 other Si a ,: if done before
til. let of April or Jinv. Alsi
fAHBlAUE TAIN I
INC! at UielowctC AS11 price?.

Mi op
dm".0

TL. H! "W
i.

n-

on

l.xt>r.
wagon, a ttu Fed
Mind mare, sound and
1C 1 I N\ I•
Polfast.

large P. 1
114

